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info@holtkamp.de /  www.holtkamp.de                                                                                                              

 
Telefon: +49 541 97120-0, Fax: +49 541 97120-40 
Geschäftsführung: Magnus Michael; Sitz der Gesellschaft: Osnabrück, AG Osnabrück HRB 213567 
Banken: Deutsche Bank Osnabrück, IBAN: DE28 2657 0090 0039 5251 00; SWIFT/BIC: DEUTDE3B265 
 
Die Lieferung erfolgt zu unseren Allgemeinen Verkaufs- und Lieferbedingungen mit Stand April 2020. Es gelten unsere Einkaufsbedingungen mit Stand Januar 2020. 
 
 
 

 
EU-Konformitätserklärung / European Union conformity explanation 

 
 
Für das nachfolgend bezeichnete Erzeugnis / For the following designated product 
 

Bezahlstation und Umladestation vom Typ / Paying and transfer station type 

CardPoint® und alle Varianten / and all variants 
 

wird hiermit bestätigt, dass die Bauart, in der von uns in Verkehr gebrachten Ausführung, den unten genannten Normen 
entspricht. 
It is hereby confirmed, that the construction in that execution brought by us in traffic corresponds to the standards specified 
down. 
 
Diese Erklärung gilt für alle Geräte, die nach den beiliegenden technischen Unterlagen, welche Bestandteile dieser  
Erklärung sind, hergestellt werden. 
This explanation applies to all devices, after the enclosed technical documents, which are components of this explanation, 
are manufactured. 
 
Einschlägige EG-Richtlinien / Relevant EC guidelines 
RoHS-Richtlinie 2011/65/EU / RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU 
 
1. 2014/35/EU (Niederspannungsrichtlinie) 
 2014/35/EU (low-voltage guideline)  
 
2.   2014/30/EU (EMV-Richtlinie)  
 2014/30/EU (EMC guideline)  
 
Angewendete harmonisierte Normen: 
Applied harmonized standards: 
 
 EN 60335-1 von 08/2020 (Sicherheit)  
 EN 60335-1 from 08/2020 (security)  
 EN 61000-6-3 von 09/2011 (Emissionen) 
 EN 61000-6-3 from 09/2011 (emissions) 
 EN 55032 Kl. B von 02/2016 (Emissionen)  
 EN 55032 Kl. B from 02/2016 (emissions)  
 EN 61000-3, Teil 2 + 3 von 12/2019 und 07/2020 (Emissionen)  
 EN 61000-3, part 2 + 3 from 12/2019 and 07/2020 (emissions)  
 EN 61000-6-2 von 11/2019 (Immunität) 
 EN 61000-6-2 from 11/2019 (immunity) 
 
Diese Erklärung ist bindend für den Hersteller 
This declaration is binding on the manufacturer 
 
Holtkamp Electronics GmbH 
Südstraße 40 in 49084 Osnabrück 
abgegeben durch: 
Signature: 
M. Hashemizadeh (EMV-Beauftragter) 
 
 
.......................................... 
Osnabrück, den 05.02.2021 
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1 Legal information

All  rights  reserved.  No  part  of  this  manual  may  not  be  repro-
duced  or  copied  in  any  form  without  permission  of  Holtkamp 
Electronics GmbH. The rights for contained software in control 
and memory blocks are  exclusively from the manufacturer.  
The reading and copying of the program content is strictly prohi-
bited. The  Holtkamp  Electronics  GmbH  is  not  liable  to  the 
purchaser  of  this  product  or  third  parties  for  damages,  los-
ses,  costs  or expenses caused by the buyer or any third party 
due to accident, misuse or unauthorized alterations, repairs or 
improvements. 

2 Warranty

The function of the device is guaranteed for 12 months from the 
date of sale (invoice date counts). The warranty is limited exclu-
sively to technical defects of the device, further claims can not 
be recognized.

3 Safety notices

The chip card boxes are built according to the prior art and the 
recognized safety rules. 
Nevertheless, its use threats to life and limb of the user or third 
parties, or cause damage to the device or other equipment 
during  use.  Use  the  device  only  in  perfect  condition,  and  in-
tended,  safety  and  the  risk  of  danger,  in  compliance  with  the 
instruction  manual!  Do  immediately  eliminate  particular  dis-
orders,		which		may		affect		safety!		Always		keep		the		operating	
instructions  directly to  the  coin  box!  Note,  in  addition  to the  
user  guide,  the  generally  applicable legal  and  other mandato-
ry regulations relevant to accident prevention and environmental 
protection!
Perform	no	changes	and/or	modifications	 to	 the	coin/chip	card	
box without approval of the manufacturer! Spare parts must meet 
the	requirements	specified	by	the	manufacturer.		

This is guaranteed only for original spare parts.  Do observe the 
in	the	user	manual		specified		or		prescribed		deadlines		for		re-
curring  maintenance  intervals!  Do  provide  for  the  safe  and  
environmentally friendly  disposal  of  plastic  parts  and  elec-
tronic  replacement  parts!  The  manufacturer  is  not  liable  for  
damage  caused  by 
improper use.  The  user bears the risk.  Intended use also inclu-
des compliance with the operating instructions and compliance 
with the inspection and maintenance conditions.

The Holtkamp Electronics GmbH shall remain liable for any loss, 
costs, disruptions or consequential damages that result from the 
use of the control.
The  technical  data are  up to  date.  Misprints,  errors and modi-
fications		excepted.		Older	manuals		are		no	longer		valid		with	the	
publication of this manual. 

Furthermore, our General Terms and Conditions apply, as of April 
2020 - see also homepage: www.holtkamp.de. Any liability expi-
res in case of tampering with the device.

4 Notes on cleaning and maintenance

The device is largely maintenance-free. In the event of poor coin 
acceptance, the coin track of the electronic multiple coin acceptor  
can be cleaned with a damp cloth or brush to remove dust and 
debris. Under no circumstances may cleaning agents or lubri-
cants be used to clean the coin track! 

The metal housing can be cleaned with a damp cloth and water- 
soluble cleaning agent. Under no circumstances use thinner, 
benzine, acetone or abrasive cleaning agents.

5 Important information for setting up the  
 device

5.1 Important settings and preparations for a 
 new device

 ● Enter serial number (usually done by the manufacturer):  
 The device serial number must be entered in the "Main- 
 tenance >> Manufacturer data" menu (either typed in or  
 using the CardPoint test PC test program). 
 This number is printed on the Z-receipt (and also on the  
 customer receipt).

 ● Enter tax rate: The tax rate (%) must be entered in the menu  
 "19.1.11 Configuration >> Printer". This serves as the basis  
 for the tax calculation on customer receipts and Z-receipts.

 ● Enter printer text customer receipt: In the menu  
 "19.1.11 Configuration >> Printer" the printer text  
 (customer receipt) must be entered (according to the re- 
 gulation "Operator address and tax number" -  in Germany).

 ● Enter printer text Z-Receipt: In the menu "19.1.11 Con- 
 figuration >> Printer" the printer text (customer  
 receipt) must be entered (according to the regulation  
 "Operator address and tax number" -  in Germany).

 ● Define	 token	 channels	 of	 the	 coin	 validator:	 In the  
 menu "19.1.7 Configuration >> Counter statistics" the  
 two token channels of the coin acceptor must be set correctly,  
 see menu item "19.1.7 Extra token counter for channel  
 5/6 of the coin validator yes / no".

 ● Print	 out	 the	 first	 Z-Receipt:	Before	 the	 first	 use,	 i.e.	 
 after setting up the device, a Z-Receipt should be printed  
	 out	once	(reset)	as	proof	for	the	tax	office	(Germany).

ATTENTION:
The installation must be performed by authorized 
personnel! Therefore, make sure that the installation 
is carried out by an electronics specialist! 
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1 Antenna NAYAX 
2	 Lock	
3 Front panel with design foil
4 Touch display 
5 Chip card insertion 
6 NAYAX Cashless system
7 Housing bottom 

1

2

3

4

5

67

We reserve the right to technical changes in the production and technical developments

7 Illustrations

7.1 Illustration of the device

6 General data

5.2 Regular activities when using the device
 ● Emptying the cash registers after printing the  

 Z-Receipt: The coin bag must be emptied each time the  
 Z-Receipt is printed! The printed counters are automatically  
 deleted when printing (reset), but the printing process can  
 be repeated again in the event of an error.

Casing material galvanised steel plate 2mm

Casing color powder	coated	white	RAL	9016

Dimensions h 400 mm x w 185 mm x d 143 mm

Power supply 230V  oder 24 V, 50/60 Hz

Switched power 6,3 A bei cos phi = 1

Power absorption 10 vA

Cable entrance von hinten (3 Bohrungen)

Temperature range 0°C - 50°C

Protection class I bei 230 V~ bzw. III bei 24 V~

Protection type IP20

Fuse circuit board SI1 100 mAT

Fuse main relay SI 2 6,3 AMT

Fuse run-out relay SI 3 6,3 AMT

Attention: Fuses may only be replaced with the same value!
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7.2 Illustration of electronic / Position of the nectors and switches on the PCB

All required connections and switches are located on the power circuit board:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9

10

11

12

131414151617

17

2

2

18

19

20

1 Card ejection magnet
2 MDB 
3 Erase button / blockade 
4 DIP switches 
5 Remote start/cleaning button
6 Time stop/Door opener 
7 RS485 to the PC 
8 Expansion board
9 Coin validator (Parallel-EMP)
10 Skin measurment head
11 SD card 
12 Bypass switch 
13 Overrun time relay exit 
14 2 connections for main and 
 overrun time relay,  if  
 potential-free 
15 Main relay exit
16 Fine assurance 100 mAT 
 (if 230V)
17 Power connections
18 Jumper
19 Chip card 

Connections and functions in brackets 
are optional. See further descriptions of 
the individual components and connec-
tions in the following chapters!

Changes and errors excepted!

8 Installation

8.1 Installation notes

Through  high  quality  micro-electronics  is  the  device  able  to  
reach  a  high  standard  of  reliability  in  the  daily  use.  Only  
if  the installation has been professionally carried out can the 
device be guaranteed. Please consider during the installation...

 ● Only	 authorized	 and	 qualified	 electricians	 carry	 out	 the	 
 installation complying with the valid VDE–regulations.

 ● By	 the	 timers	 with	 230	 V~	 supply	 voltage	 is	 definitely	 
 the protection cable required, by the timers  24 V~ (safety  
 extra-low voltage) protecting grounding is needed as func- 
 tion earth

 ● That	the	floor	covering	is	anti-static	and	conductor	capable,	 
 to ensure a minimum of static change and so reducing the 
 danger to the electronics.

 ● A malfunction or breakdown of the device can be caused  
 by the switching  sparks of the relay contacts. To reduce  
 these sparks appropriate suppression combinations  
 must be included parallel to the protection contacts.  
	 RC	combinations	 for	 sparks	 reducing	are	 only	 affective	 
 by direct parallel switching of the relay contacts. 

 ● That the screened control and data cable are laid sepa- 
 rately from mains cables. The screening of the  CARDPOINT  
 electronic must be one - side and laid on PE.
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 ● That the feed line are used, which is from a big cross section  
 to supply both the CARDPOINT and the attached  
 electric consumer. It should be used an cross section from  
 1,5mm² at the minimum.

 ● This device may only be mounted on a suitable surface.
 ● The	device	must	be	sufficiently	secured,	take	into	consi- 

 deration the weight of the inserted coins. There are 6 holes  
 in the back of the casing to accomplish the mounting pro- 
 cess. Screws and dowels are included by delivery.

8.2  Mounting instruction

Switch	 off	 the	 power	 supply	 by	 switching	 over	 the	
corresponding	disconnector	or	switch	off	the	fuse	or	
even by tripping the RCCB.

 ● Unlock and remove the coin box.
 ● Loosen	the	two	screws	of	the	fuse	plate,	remove	the	fuse	 

 plate and raise  the casing so that it is possible to pull out  
 the electrical connectors. Pull out the electrical plug connec- 
 tions and remove the casing completely.

 ● The wall plate horizontal and vertically align with the help  
 of a level.

The tilt angle can only be 2° now mark the drilled 
holes.

Drill the holes and insert suitable dowels. Through the holes "13” 
(see image of the device) on the rear wall connect up the elec-
tricity. With  the  appropriate  screws  secure  the  casing  tightly.  
Now  reinstall  the  electrical  connections.  Place  the casing on 
the	fixing	bolts	“12”.	As	a	counter	measure	place	the	fuse	plate,	
through	the	opening	of	the	removed	coin	box,	on	the	fixing	bolts	
“11”	and	tighten	with	the	supplied	screws

  

The  electrical  connection  has  to  be  carried  out  by  the  local  
VDE regulations.  With  a  permanent  connection,  an  all  pole  
mains  separator with at least 3 mm contact gap must be used. 
Before starting the electric the  corresponding  circuit  must  be  
disconnected.  Shut  down  the  mains input  by  activating  the  
separator  switch,  remove  the  fuse  or  release  the main safety 
fuse.	Mains	and	 low	voltage	cable	must	be	spaced	apart.	Low	
voltage cables should be generally spaced as screened cables.

8.3  Electrical connection

The electrical connection can only be carried out 
by	authorized	and	qualified	personnel!

Outside	of	office	hours,	the	CardPoint	should	be	swit-
ched	off	to	preserve	the	image	quality	of	the	display	
for as long as possible (minimize age-related reducti-
on of contrast and brightness)!

  

 ● The device must be mounted horizontally and vertically to  
	 guarantee	a	flawless	function	of	the	coin	receiver.	That	me- 
 ans the angle of the device can only be maximum 2 º, slo- 
 ping forward or backward, as well as to the right or the  
 left.

 ● The	input	cables	are	fixed	by	three	drilled	holes	in	the	rear	 
 wall. The device is corresponding to protection type IP 20  
 an may only be used in dry rooms. Choose a cable cross  
 section of the feed line adequate big. Attend thereby the  
 connected electrical load. Attend to the VDE guidelines. 

Connection 230V Remote start (potential free)

For	CardPoint	version	„Sun“	applies:

March 2003 110% disconnection
After norm EN 60335-2-27/A11 (VDE 0700 part 27)
Beginning with 01 may 2003 all our XL devices 
are equipped with the disconnection recommen-
ded by the upper mentioned directions.

EN60335-2-27
The PCB of CardPoint is provided with a 110%-disconnection. 
It means, that an emergency stop timer is controlled by a third 
relay	on	the	PCB.	It	guarantees	the	switching	off	of	the	sun	bed,	
if	the	main	relay	is	not	switching	off	once,	after	the	expired	time.
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Connection 230 V~ Connection 24 V~

After complete installation of CardPoint you can take it into ope-
ration by switching on the circuit. As soon as the circuit is activa-
ted, appears in the display an  information about the operation 
mode of you CardPoint and about the used software.  The Card-
Point is now ready for operation and can now be programmed as 
you like.  To ensure, that the programming has been correct, you 
should make a detailed test run. After this test run all counters 
should be deleted to receive a correct account.  

Please make sure that your adjusted main  time is appropriated 
to the tanning bed. Do not choose the main  time too long, becau-
se of the danger of the sun bed customer. Use the adjustment 
setting, to limit the maximum time and therefore limiting the ma-
ximum account of buyable main time to reduce to a minimum the 
danger to the customer.

9 Deployment options

The CARDPOINT is used for the cashless payment of timed ob-
jects (tanning beds, washingmachines, Whirlpools, Tennis court 
lighting a.o.). Especially for the control of tanning beds it has 
software-supported options for UV dosage and a hardware over 
110% safety shutdown, to prevent a too long tanning time in the 
case of a technical defect. Chip cards can also be upgraded with 
the CARDPOINT.

The	CARDPOINT	re	available	in	3	different	versions	for	2	appli-
cations:

1. CARDPOINT Basic:  
 Transfer of funds from BankCard, CreditCard or from the 
 smart-phone to Holtkamp chip card
2.  CARDPOINT Single:
 Payment of one device or re-loading sums of money with  
 BankCard, CreditCard or from smartphone to Holtkamp
 chipcard
3. CARDPOINT Multi:
 Payment of several devices or re-loading sums of money 
 with BankCard, CreditCard or from smartphone to Holtkamp  
 chip card
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11 Cashless device CardPoint    
                         
The CardPoint is a device for cashless payment methods, e.g. as 
credit cards, prepaid cards etc.

With the cashless means of payment a time purchase as well as the 
loading can be accomplished to Holtkamp chip cards type 11 (trans-
fer). In a payment process, a maximum of 25 € can be paid, without 
PIN entry and without signature (as of June 2017).

All possible forms of cashless payment are supported (contactless 
NFC, contact-based, magnetic stripe). An integrated telemetry fun-
ction (eg via mobile phone) is used to verify the means of payment 
e.g. at the operator bank, In addition, it enables remote maintenance 
of the Cashless device and the sales made by the operator, using a 
normal browser, PC or smartphone (Android or iOS).

For example, the devices of the manufacturer Nayax are used:
 ● Payment terminal VPOS
 ● Telemetry module AMIT 3.0
 ● reinforced power supply
 ● possibly other CARDPOINT housing

Alternatively (or simultaneously) cashless payment via smartphone 
is possible (Specify when ordering! A special app must be installed 
on the smartphone and the CardPoint must be connected to the 
Internet via Commander CARDPOINT!). This also allows higher 
payment amounts than 25 €.

10 The chip card types

For issue to the customer as a means of payment and for pro-
gramming the standard and special functions there are various 
chip card types. 

Chip card type
PIN-Card

Function

P11 re-valuation chip card for the customer 
P14 re-valuation test chip card for the service technician (second operating)
P15 re-valuation test chip card for the service technician (second operating)
P33 Chip card for querying the statistics and delete daily counters (for owner/personnel)
P43 Chip card for querying and delete the statistic exclusive for the operator (only for owner)
P53 menu programming chip card exclusive for the operator (only for owner)
P63 clock programming chip card exclusive for the operator (only for owner)
P73 Chip card for the activation of the re-valuation function (for owner/personnel)
P83 Configuration	card	from	software	8.7		(select	the	customer	configuration	menus/only	for	owner)

Below you can see a tabular list and explanation of the existing 
chip card types.

12 Equipment feature

12.1 DIP switches

The DIP-switches are only accessible after opening the 
house!

Certain programmings and releases can be made with the DIP 
switches (closer information to that at chapter „Menu settings”). 
The function of the DIP switches 1, 2 and 4 can be alternatively 
activated via service cards, so the houses does not have to be 
opened.  

Attention: Only for authorized expert personell! 
The device is in dangerous voltage!

 

 1 2 3 4 

8 x 10 mm component with 4 little switches 
(see chapter 7.2). Condition at delivery: DIP 
3	switched	on,	the	rest	switch	off

DIP switch 1:  Calls up the operator-menu, with delete- and  
    setting right for statistics, and with settings rights  
    in all other menus.

DIP switch 2:  Releases the initialization of all settings of all  
    menus and also of the H-numbers of the chip  
    cards via service  cards Typ 20...22. 
     This initialization is usually carried out by the de- 
    vice manufacturer! It only has to be repeated if  
    the CARDPOINT device has been to be moved  
    to another place.

DIP switch 3:  Gives up the possibility to change the values of  
    the menu with the service cards Typ 43 and Typ  
    (also jumper 1a). (T4183FREE) This switch is  
	 	 	 	 normally	always	on.	By	switching	off,	you	can	 
    lock lost or stolen cards.

DIP switch 4:  Releases the reset on factory data. See identi- 
    cally named chapter!
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12.2 Jumper

The jumpers are accessible after opening the house.

Attention: Only for authorized expert personell! 
The device is in dangerous voltage!

The jumpers 1a, 1b and 1c are easily accessible at the CARD-
POINT-Power PCB.
Therewith	can	be	different	functions	activated:
 

    3- times pole strip for jumper (see chapter 7.2).

  

Jumper 1a:  Menu call with password (instead of service cards) 

Jumper 1b:  unused 

Jumper 1c:  unused 

The rarely needed Jumper 2a, 2b and 2c are on the smaller 
CARDPOINT- main PCB. Therewith you can activate rare fun-
ctions:
 

     3- times pole strip for jumper

 2c   2b  2a

  

Jumper 2a:  unused

Jumper 2b:  large 5,7”-display (instead of a small 3,5”-Display)       
   only reconnect when the operating voltage is  
	 	 	 switched	off.

Jumper 2c:  unused

13    Menu settings

13.1 Call up the menu

The menu can be called via the 3 following ways:

13.1.1 Call up the menu via DIP-switch

See	chapter	“DIP switch”	and	“Jumper”:
 ● With DIP switch 1, the operator menu can be called without  

 any further requirements.
 ● The menu call is just activated with the service card, when  

	 jumper	1	is	not	plugged	in	and	DIP-switch	is	not	on.	(Lost	 
 service chip cards can be barred with the DIP switch)

 ● The menu call with password is only activated when jumper  
 1a is plugged in.

 
Depending on type of service card or password and 
depending	on	configuration	appear	different	number	
of buttons on the screen.

  

13.1.2 Call up the menuvia Holtkamp service card 

Service card type 33
 ● calls up the basic menu-overview with the right to delete  

 statistics 

Service card type 43 
 ● calls up the basic menu-overview with the right to delete  

 statistics: 
 o Button „Statistics“	invokes	the	above	shown	statistics	 
  submenu.
 o Button „Info“	rcalls	up	the	information	menu.

Service card type 53
 ● calls up the operator menu selection with all buttons 

 o Delete and setting rights at „Statistics“
 o Setting rights at all other menus          
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12.1.3 Menu call via password entry via touch screen  
 (jumper 1 is plugged in) 

 ● Bottom left in the corner of the screen there is an invisible  
 button. This one must be held for 2 seconds, to call up the pass- 
 word entry.

Touch here!

It appears the menu password entry:

13.1.4 Sequence of the password entry
 ● Use the keyboard which is shown on the screen.
 ● Note uppercase and lowercase!  
 ● Switching to the lowercase letter occurs with the button  

 „abc” etc. 
 ● After	the	complete	input	of	the	password,	confirm	with	the	 

 green  „OK“
 ● The password can be changed in „Configuration menu“.	 

 

  It is recommended to enter individual password. 
See chapter „Configuration >> Various operating pa- 
rameters“.

 ● If 2 passwords are the same, the higher access right is  
 awarded.

 ● Forgotten passwords can be reset to their initial values, see  
 chapter „Reset to factory data”!

13.2 General information menu control

In the following the setting of the menu will be described by an 
example.
Open the menu „Service intervals” over the menu point „Confi-
guration” according to one of the above described options.

Touch	for	example,	the	field	Service interval 1. 
This activates it.
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By touching the green OK button the cursor moves to the next 
digit which can be changed with the Minus and Plus button.

If you hold the green button OK for a second the change will be 
confirmed.

The	cursor	flashes	in	the	yellow	field	and	the	shown	account	can	
be changed with the Plus and Minus button.

13.2.1 Copy and paste

If service interval 2 should have the same account like service 
interval 1 you have to copy the numeric value.

Touch	the	field	Serviceinterval 1.
It will be activated.    

Press the yellow button Copy. 
A new window will be opened.

Press the button copy. The window will close. 
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Touch the button Service interval 2 to activate it. 

Press again the yellow button copy, the window will open again.
Press the button paste.The copy window will be closed. 
The account has now been inserted into the Service interval 2.
 
If desired, you can change the value with the buttons Plus, Mi-
nus and OK. 

Finally you press the green button for a second so that the ch-
anges are saved.

13.2.2 Turn pages, leave menu

With the orange arrow keys you can change between the single 
menu pages. 

More menu items will be available. 

The submenu will be left by pressing the red arrow key.
 
The	menu	will	be	left	by	switching	off	the	DIP	switch	or	removing	
the service card.

When it was called by password, it can be left with the red button 
at the bottom left of the screen. It also stops itself when no button 
is pressed for a certain amount of time.

14 Statistic menu

Calling up the menu:

See chapter „Calling up the menu” or „General information 
about menu control” 

14.1 Sub menu Statistic

The	 shown	 buttons	 are	 influenced	 by	 the	 settings	 of	 the	 sub-
menu:

 ● Configuration >> Various operating parameters >> 
Operating mode

 ● Configuration >> Tanning management 
 ● Configuration >> Counters statistic
 ● Configuration >> Chip card edit >> 

  Revaluating function card 
 ● Configuration >> Service interval 

In this menu, collected data can be viewed and, if necessary, 
deleted	or	set	to	a	defined	starting	value:

 ● The day counters can be deleted depending on the type of  
 card and the menu settings.

 ● The total counters are optionally erasable and optionally  
 adjustable (specify when order).

 ● The service hour counters are always erasable and  
 adjustable.

 ● With	the	“Print Z-Receipt” button, the daily report can be 
printed	out	(only	if	the	CardPoint	is	equipped	with	the	“Prin-
ter” option). For more information, see the chapter „Special 
accessories and special equipment >> Printer >> Custo-
mer receipt and Z-Receipt“.
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14.2 Statisic menu >> Daily counter >> Sale

This intermediate menu will only appear in the mode of „Mul-
ti-Timer“.

If the button „Daily counter (Sale)“	will	be	pressed,	this	interme-
diate menu may appear.
   
Here you can choose for which timer/cabin which counter is valid.
The object numbers is to be regarded as an example. 
(See „Configuration >> Various operating parameters“)

The daily counters are used for daily reading and deleting by the 
staff.

The represented menu items and their access op-
tions	are	defined	in	the	sub	menu	„Configuration >> 
Service interval“.

 
Possible counters:

These counters sum up the money transactions made with vari-
ous	optional	funds	(„Cards“	=	Holtkamp	chip	card	type	11,	„Cas-
hless“	=	Creditcards	a.o.).	Also	overpaid	amounts,	for	which	no	
main time was awarded, are counted

  

These counters count the number of customers who have 
bought	time	with	the	various	means	of	payment.	(„Cards“	=	Holt-
kamp	 chip	 card	 type	 11,	 „Cashless“	 =	Creditcards	 a.o.).	 They	
only count once per main time session (do not count on buying 
additional main time). 

Operating hours counting (duration the main relay was switch on). Sales made with the test chip cards type 14 and 15 are 
not counted. The operating hours are counting!

All counters will go to „0” after reaching their maximum 
value and start counting again (money counter „9999,99”; 
operating time „9999:59 hours”, customer counter „9999”) 
hlwerke	„9999“;	Betriebsdauer	„9999:59	Std.“).

  

14.3 Statisic menu >> Daily counter >> 
 Card revaluation

The daily counter should be read or deleted daily by the perso-
nell. 

  The represented menu points and their access items 
are	defined	in	the	sub	menu	„Configuration	>>	Chip	
card edit >> Revalue“.

These counters sum up the amounts which were revalued by the 
personell via chip card type 73 on chip cards type 11:

 ● the revalued money amount (amount paid by the custo- 
 mer)

 ● the additional revalued amount of money
 ● the amount of money deleted from the cards
 ● the amount of revalued and/or deleted cards
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These counters sum up the amounts which were revalued by the 
customers via coin insert (coin validator) on chip cards type 11: 

 ● the revalued money amount (amount paid by the custo- 
 mer) 

 ● the additional revalued bonus amount 
 ● the numbers of the revalued cards

Sales with the test chip cards type 14 and 15 are not coun-
ted.

All counters will go to „0” after reaching their maximum 
value and start counting again (money counter „9999,99”; 
cards counter „9999”).

14.4 Statisic	menu	>>	Daily	counter	>>	different

The daily counter should be read or deleted daily by the perso-
nell.

The represented menu points and their access items 
are	defined	in	the	sub	menu	„Configuration >> Tan-
ning management >> Revalue“	and	also	„Configurati-
on >> Chip card edit >> Revalue“. 

Possible counters:

Counter for the amount of skin measuring procedures performed 
with integrated skin measuring head (one procedure consists of 
3 single measurements).

The skin measuring head is an optional accessory, see same 
named chapter. There is also described the cleaning which has 
to be conduct routinely!

Counter for the amount of changes of the tanning counter (these 
can be changed with the revalued card type 73).

 All counters will go to „0” after reaching their maximum  
 value („9999”) and start counting again.

14.5 Statisic menu >> Daily counter >> Sales

Sub	menu	(only	at	mode	„Multi-Timer”)

If	 you	 use	 the	 button	 “Total counter (sales)” occurs this sub 
menu. Here you choose for  which timer/cabin the following 
counters valid are.

The object numbers are seen as examples (see „Configuration 
>> Various operating parameters”) .

The total counters should be read routinely by the operator. 
 

The shown menu points and their access options are 
in	 the	sub	menus	„Configuration	>>	Counters	stati-
stic“	and	„Configuration	>>	Service	interval“.	

Possible daily counters: 

These counters sum up the turnovers which are made with dif-
ferent optional currencies. Also overpaid amounts, for which no 
main time was awarded are counted
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These counters are counting die amount of customers who 
bought	 time	with	different	currencies	 („Cards“	=	Holtkamp	chip	
card type 11). They count the main time just once (repurchases 
are not counted).

Operating hours counter (duration that the main relay was turn 
on).

Sales with the test chip cards type 14 and 15 are not 
counted (amounts of money and customer). 
But the operating hour counter counts!
All counters will go to „0” after reaching their maximum 
value and start counting again.
(money counter „9999,99”; operating time „9999:59 
hours”, customer counter „9999”) 

14.6 Statisic menu >> Total counter >>
 Card revaluation

The total counter should be read routinely by the owner.   The shown menu points and their access options are 
in	the	sub	menus	„Configuration >> Chip card edit./
Revaluation“. 

Following are all total counters listed:
These	counters	sum	up	the	amounts	revaluated	by	the	staff	via	
the revaluation card type 73:

 ● the revaluated money amount (amount paid by the custo- 
 mer) 

 ● the additional revalued amount of money (free bonus  
 amount) 

 ● the amount of money deleted from the cards (via delete  
 button) 

 ● the amount of revalued and/or deleted cards

14.7 Statisic	menu	>>	Total	counter	>>	different	

These counters are just important with an associated skin mea-
suring head (Special equipment). Closer information in the addi-
tional instruction.

  

14.8 Statisic menu >> Service counter

Sub	menu	(only	at	mode	„Multi-Timer“)

If you use the button „Service counter” occurs this submenu. 
Here you choose for which timer/cabin the following counters 
valid are.

The object numbers are seen as examples (see „Configuration 
>> various operating parameters”).

The counters should be read by the maintenance personell rou-
tinely.

The represented menu points and their access items 
are	defined	 in	 the	sub	menu	„Configuration >> Ser-
vice interval“.
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Possible service counter:

The service counters only exist if the associated intervals in the 
„Configuration/Service intervals” menu are set to a value hig-
heer than „0”.

These are special operating hour counters that can be used to 
control cyclic maintenance intervals (e.g. changing a lamp). They 
count as long as the main relay is switched on (parallel to the 
operating time counter). 

If a service counter has reached or exceeded the value of the 
associated service interval, the service case has occurred and it 
is displayed in red. The maintenance personal resets the service 
hour counter to „0” and conducts the pending maintenance work.

  

  

15 Information menu

Calling up the menu:

See chapter „Menu call” and „General information“	on	menu	
„Operation” 

In this menu you can see diverse information about Card-
Point. These can’t be changed. If you call the producer 
hotline have these information ready.

15.1 Information menu >> CARDPOINT

Data of the main PCB CARDPOINT-CPU: 
The	software	variant	serves	to	differentiation	different	customer	
software-versions. 
„CARDPOINT“	=	Holtkamp	standard	software.	
The soft- and hardware version are related to the above named 
software variety.

The customer can see the service case at the screen (Exclamation 
mark at the right top).

Even if a service case has occurred, the device remains 
ready for use. All counters will stop when they reach their 
maximum („9999:59 h.”) and will not go to „0”.
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Data of the power PCB CARDPOINT-Power:
The	software	variant	serves	to	differentiation	different	customer	
software-versions. 
„XXPow“	=	Holtkamp	standard	software.	
The soft- and hardware version are related to the above named 
software variety.

15.2 Information menu >> Chip card

H-numbers of the CardPoint device. These numbers make sure 
that a chip card from studio
A	is	not	accepted	in	another	studio	(B).	Every	chip	card	only	fits	
to the appropriate chip card device. The device only accepts the 
chip card with the matching H-numbers. The H-numbers will be 
programmed with your service card Type 20.

This	is	a	special	coding	(similar	to	the	H-numbers),	which	offers	
even more guaranty.  The code also has to match between the 
devices and the cards. 

15.3 Information menu >> Hardware 

This code can be used to unusable a stolen device for the de-
vice, so that he can´t longer revalue cards any more. 

In case of a theft consult the manufacturer (a software update is 
necessary!). Alternatively devices can also be blocked by chan-
ging the H-Numbers.

Status of the DIP switches in the hardware of the CardPoint-de-
vice	(„0”=	off,	„1”=	on).	The	function	of	the	DIP	switches	is	descri-
bed in chapter „DIP switches”. 

Status of the Jumpers in the hardware of the CardPoint-device 
(„0” = Jumper is missing, „1”= Jumper is plugged in). The func-
tion of the Jumper is described in chapter „Jumper”.  The Jum-
pers 1a, 1b and 1c are easily accessible on the CardPoint-Power 
PCB. The less often needed Jumper 2a, 2b and 2c are on the 
CardPoint main PCB.

Type of the RAM electronic modular unit in the CardPoint

The less often needed Jumper 2a, 2b and 2c are on the Card-
Point main PCB.

Surveillance of the operating voltage of the CardPoint device. If 
one	of	these	fields	is	red,	there		is	a	mistake	(in	this	case	is	the	
voltage too high or too low).

Temperature of the Micro Controller on the main PCB. 
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15.4 Information menu >> Internal modules

Surveillance of diverse hardware extensions of the CARDPOINT 
device (special equipment).

Encodings of the type from extension PCB:
     0   = no PCB
     1   =  interface for switch box and remote indication
 255  =  unknown extension PCB 
    (Perhaps software update needed)

The cashless device (eg Nayax) is populated only by CardPoint.

15.5 Information menu >> External modules

In this menu, various external hardware extensions of the Card-
Point device are monitored (optional).

  

16 Menu Times and Prices  

Calling up the menu:

See chapter „Menu call” and „General information about 
menu operation” 

Before any changes are made in this menu, the basic 
settings	 in	menus	 „Configuration >> Div. operating 
parameter“	and	„Configuration >> Payment“ should 
have	 been	 carried	 out.	 The	 settings	 influences	 the	
composition	of	the	„Time/Price“ menu!

In this menu you set up the times and the prices that have to be 
paid. 
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16.1  Submenu Times

In this menu the times and the prices to be paid as well as some 
other properties are set.

16.1.1 Times and Prices >> Times

Sub	menu	Timer	(only	at	mode	„Multi-Timer“)
If	you	press	the	button	“Times” occurs this sub menu. 
Here you choose for which timer/cabin the following counters 
valid are. 
The object numbers are seen as examples (see „Configuration 
>> Various operating parameters”) .

  

16.2 Menu points Times and Prices

The switch-on delay is out of service if you set „0” here. Then 
the main time starts the main time either immediately (when no 
remote control is activated), or she will start after activating the 
remote control (see „Configuration >> Div. operating parame-
ter >> Remote control”). 
If a value is higher than „0” set, ensued the start of the main time 
after expirati on of the lead time (a pre run time can be interrup-
ted premature by the remote control).

*

Sub	 menu	 „Happyhour“	 (only	 at	 mode	 „Single-Timer“	 or	
„Multi-Timer“	with	„Number	of	Timer“	=	1)

If	you	press	the	button	“Times” occurs this submenu. Here you 
can choose for which happy hour charge the following main time 
setting are valid.  

All other settings apply to all happy hour-times

This sub menu only occurs if the payment method „Discount” 
is activated and at the same time the number is set to a value 
that is higher than „1”.  See „Configuration >> Div. operating 
parameter”.

The run out relay is switched on during the main time and then 
during the set duration (Fan overrun by tanning beds a.o.).

If you choose „yes” here, you cannot buy new main time during 
over run time.  
If you choose „no” here, you can buy new main time during over 
run time. 

Reset	delay,	cooling	phase	for	HQL	lamps.
If you choose „yes” here, you can buy new main time during over 
run time, but the next main time will be started after the over run 
time. If the pre run time expires before, or the remote control 
button is pressed before, the start of the main time starts only at 
the end of the over run time. 
If you choose „no” here, you can buy new main time while run 
out time.

*

*

 *These 4 menu items do not exist if there is a switch box 
 of the type "SBW" is connected!

  

*
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The main time will be sold when you pay the current price. When 
multiple payment of the price, the time will be added accordingly. 
She	definite	the	duty	cycle	of	the	main	relay	and	safety	relay.	
The	 main	 settings	 vary	 depending	 on	 the	 configuration,	 see	
„Configuration >> Div. operator parameter” and „Configura-
tion >> Payment”.

Definition	by	cases:
 ● In the simplest case there is only one maximum time. 
 ● Optionally,	there	are	different	main	times	for	payment	by	 

 chip card and cash.
	 	 When	different	 tariff	changeovers	 („Payment method =  
  Happy hour”) are activated, there are several main times  
  (depending on „Amount of happy hour steps”), which are  
	 	 activated	 at	 different	 daytimes	 (see	 „Configuration >>  
  Clock + Shifting time”).

  

If the maximum time limit is set to „0”, it will be out of order and 
you can time unlimited. 

Definition	by	cases:
 ● In the simplest case there is only one maximum time. 
 ● Optionally,	there	are	different	main	times	for	payment	by	 

 chip card and cash 

The actual maximum time may be less than set here, if it 
is determined by skin measurement or skin type 
(see „Configuration >> Tanning management >> Skin-
Control“	 and	 „Itegrated skin measurment head“	 and	
„Tanning series managen“).	
If several of these maximum times are activated, the 
smallest is always valid. The maximum time can therefore 
be less than the set main time!

Maximum buying time.

16.2.1 Times and Prices >> Prices

Sub	menu	(only	at	mode	„Multi-Timer“)

If you press the button „Prices” occurs this sub menu. Here you 
choose for which timer/cabin the following settings valid are.

The object numbers are seen as examples (see „Configuration 
>> Various operating parameters”) .

Sub	menu	Happyhour	(only	at	mode	„Single-Timer“	or	„Mul-
ti-Timer“	with	„Number	of	Timer“	=	1)

If you press the button Prices occurs this submenu. Here you 
choose	 for	which	 happy	 hour	 tariff	 the	 following	 price	 settings	
valid are.

All other settings apply to all happy hour-times (mini-
mum payment etc.)
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This sub menu only occurs if the payment method „Discount” is 
activated and at the same time the number „Happy hour steps” 
set to a value that is higher than „1”.  See „Configuration >> 
div.”.

  

The customer pays the full price and gets the full main time. 
Afterwards he receives for every payment of the min. payment 
amount partial main time.

Example: 

Price = 10 €, minimum payment amount = 2 € and main time = 
20 minutes are set in the „Time/Price“	menu.	

If you press the PLUS button after inserting the chip card, 10 € 
will be deducted and sold for 20 minutes main time. With each 
additional PLUS button push 2 € will be deducted and sold for 4 
minutes main time. 

(If you press the PLUS button 10 € will be deducted and sold for 
20 minutes main time if the minimum payment amount is set to 
„0”.) 

The amount to be set here should not be greater than 
the smallest price, otherwise it would automatically be re-
duced to the price. If possible you should set an integer 
fractional amount of the prices and main times, so that no 
„crooked” main times can be sold.

If the minimum payment amount is set to „0”, both the 
minimum payment and the short-time selling functions 
are deactivated. If this is set to a value greater than „0” 
the min. payment function is activated, and the short-time 
selling can be activated if required.

Menu	point	„Prices“:

When the price is paid the current main time will be sold. The 
price	settings	are	depending	on	configuration	very	different,	see	
„Configuration >> div. operating parameter >> Payment)

Definition	by	cases:
 ● In the simplest case there is only one price
 ● Optionally,	there	are	different	prices	for	payment	by	chip	 

 card and cash
When	 different	 tariff	 changeovers	 („Payment method = Hap-
py hour”) are activated, there are several prices (depending on 
„Amount of happy hour steps”),	which	are	activated	at	different	
daytimes (see „Configuration >> Clock + Shifting time”).

The price of the card can be set to „0”. Then it is possible 
to sell free main time! (only with separate prices for paying 
with card and cash).

This setting is basically separate for payment by chip card and 
cashless payment.

Short time sale. This setting is basically separated for payment 
by chip card and cash. This is an extension for the function „Mi-
nimum payment”. The customer does not have to pay the full 
price,	he	gets	already	at	the	first	payment	of	the	minimum	pay-
ment amount proportionately main time. 
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17 Menu Clock and Shifting times

Calling up the menu:

See chapter „Call up the menu” and „General information 
menu control”

17.1.1 Time and Date

In this menu you set the system time of the CARDPOINT-device.

The correct setting of time and date is very important 
for	the	function	„Manage	tanning	series”!

Here you set the current time. With the button Format you can 
set	different	versions	of	the	24-	and	12	hours	clock,	with	the	but-
ton Separator	different	separators.	

  

17.1.2 Menu Clock and Shifting times >> Shifting times

In	advance,	the	following	should	be	set	in	the	menu	„Confi-
guration/Payment”:	

 ● Payment method

 ● Number Happyhour steps -->	important,	significantly	in- 
	 fluences	the	structure	of	the	shifting	times	menu!

With	„Multi-Timer“	mode,	the	settings	of	the	shifting	times	apply	
equally to all timers!

Sub menu

If the button Shifting times is pressed, this sub menu appears. 
Here you can choose for which weekday the following settings 
are valid.

Menu	points	„Select	weekday“:

 17.1 Submenu Clock and Shifting times

 In this menu time and date as well as timer can be set. 

Set the current date here. With the button Format you can set 
different	versions	 (order	of	day,	month	and	year	etc.),	with	 the	
button Separator	different	separators.
If you change the date format, letters will be displayed instead of 
the digits for a short time to simplify orientation.
Meaning:
DD = Day, MM = Month, YY or YYYY = Year (2 or 4 digits). 
(Please note: regardless of this, the date of birth of the customer 
is always shown in 4 digits.).

With „yes” the automatically summertime changeover is activa-
ted. Then on the last Sunday in March, the time is automatically 
changed to summertime, and on the last Sunday in October she 
will automatically be put back to wintertime. 

At the beginning of summer time, the clock is put forward (at 
night from 2:00 am to 3:00 am), at the end of the summertime, 
she will be put back by one hour (at night from 3:00 am to 2:00 
am).

If „no” is set here, you have to change the time at the switchover 
dates manually!

The seven weekday sub menus are all the same, so they are 
described as examples on the weekday „Monday”. 
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If you want to use the same shifting times for Monday, such as 
apply to Friday, so you have to set „Friday” here. Then no further 
settings need to be made for Monday.  
It	is	essential	to	set	the	shifting	times	and	tariffs	of	the	other	day	
(in this case Friday). 
If	 individual	settings	are	made	 for	Monday	 then	„---“	should	be	
set here. 

Number	of	shifting	times	and	tariffs	(max.	8).	
Should	e.g.	at	5	different	times	of	the	day	5	different	tariffs	(main	
times and/or prices) apply, „5” is set here. Then 5 shifting times 
A,	B,	C,	D	and	E	and	also	5	tariffs	A,	B,	C,	D	and	E	can	be	set	in	
the next menu items.

In this case, 5 shifting times are set with 5 associated rates: 
 ● from 6:30 am to 10:00 am the price is 1 and/or the main  

 time 1
 ● from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm the price is 2 and/or the main  

 time 2
 ● from 4:00 pm to 8:00 pm the price is 3 and/or the main  

 time 3
 ● from 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm the price is 2 and/or the main  

 time 2
 ● from 10:00 pm to 6:30 am the next day it is not possible to  

 buy time but it is possible to revalue a chip card.

The shifting times can be programmed in any order, but an 
ascending order is strongly recommended for clarity: Shift time A 
should be smaller than shift time B, shift time B should be smaller 
than shift time C etc. 

Whether only the price or only the main time or both are swit-
ched is set in the menu point „Payment method”. The associa-
ted prices and/or main times are to be set in the  menu „Times 
and Prices”.
  
Exception: If the menu point „Happy hour steps” is subsequent-
ly set to a lower value in the menu „Configuration >> Payment”, 
it	may	happen	that	a	tariff	set	above	has	too	large	and	therefore	
invalid	value.	In	this	case	the	tariff	will	be	corrected	to	„1”!

18 Menu chip card editing and revalue

Calling up the menu:

See chapter „Call up the menu” and „General information 
about operating menu” 

These functions are not only available in the form of 
chip card revaluatings but also in the operating mo-
des Single- and Multi-Timer!

  

18.2 Chip card editing via service chip card type 73

Here is the personal-operated input of various customer data 
with	 service	 chip	 card	 type	 73	 enabled	 and	 configured.	 Their	
exact function is described in the menu „Card-editing and re-
valuating”.  

18.1 General menu points for service chip card  
 type 73  

This	setting	determines	the	time	after	which	the	edit+revaluation	
mode is automatically ended when no button is pressed. 

Description of the above 3 menu items:

Enter date of birth allows you to enter or change the customer’s 
birth date stored on customer chip cards (for type 11 customer 
chip cards).  
Use: Check if the customer is old enough, see chapter „Configu-
ration >> Tanning management >> Age control”. 
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18.3 Chip card revaluating via service card type 73

Here is the personal-operated chip card revaluating with service 
chip	card	type	73	released	and	configured	(for	chip	card	type	11,	
14 and 15). Their exact function is described in the menu „Card 
editing and revaluating). 

Description of the above 3 menu items:

„Revalue with chip card type 73”	is	set	to	„yes”: releases the 
service chip card type 73, which enabled the revalue mode.  

Enter skin type allows you to enter or change the customer’s 
skin type stored on customer chip cards (for type 11 customer 
chip cards). 
Use: Tanning plan, see chapter „Configuration >> Tanning ma-
nagement >>Tanning series”.

„Maximum of type 73 card value that can be upgraded”:	sets 
a maximum card balance for the revaluating (can be exceeded 
a bit by boni). 

With	these	5	menu	items,	the	other	5	buttons	are	configured	on	
the revaluating-screen. If an amount is set to „0”, the correspon-
ding button is invisible.

    

Enter tanning counter allows you to enter or change the custo-
mer’s tanning counter stored on customer chip cards (for type 11 
customer chip cards).
Use: Tanning plan, see chapter „Configuration >> Tanning ma-
nagement >> Tanning series”. For some reasons, it may be 
necessary to set the counter to an initial value, for example to 
reset the counter after a tanning series or transfer the counter to 
a new card.

	 The	 amount	 is	 limited	 by	 the	 „Max. allowed card  
 balance”,	see	menu	„Configuration  >> div. operating pa- 
 rameters”!	 Because	 of	 the	 possible	 bonuses	 he	 
 should be set a little smaller!

„Card balance can be deleted by pressing a button“: makes 
a delete button appear on the screen. So the whole old card ba-
lance can be deleted when getting back old chip cards or before 
revaluating. 

With revaluating by service chip card type 73, bonuses can be 
awarded. 
These are additional amounts of money which are additionally 
revalued to the customers chip card (without paying for them). 

In this case are 2 bonus steps with 2 corresponding bonus 
amounts set: 
The customer pays 10€ and gets 1€ bonus. So the chip card will 
be	revalued	with	11	€	(=10	€+1	€).	
If the customer pays 20 € he gets 2 € bonus and 23 € will be 
revalued	(=20	€+1	€+2	€).	

The bonus steps must be programmed in ascending 
order: Step 1 must be smaller (or same) as step 2, 
step 2 must be smaller or same as step 3 etc. The 
complete bonus amounts will be upgraded. 

The bonuses can be awarded several times by chip card 
removal and plugging in again!
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If	the	CARDPOINT	is	not	configured	as	a	pure	re-value	device,	
the	customer	must	now	select	the	option	„Re-value	chip	card“	
by touching the corresponding button on the screen.
(In a pure revaluation device, this intermediate step is omitted.)

18.4 Chip card re-valuation with cashless 
 payment convey

The customer uses his credit card, prepaid card, etc. or presses 
the green button on the Nayax device. Alternatively, he starts the 
payment on his smartphone. The maximum available amount of 
money	is	shown	briefly,	without	PIN	entry.

Tamper trouble: First delete the chip card, then revalue the 
same amount ==> bonus can be obtained by devious means. To 
prove this, there is a counter for deleted amounts in the statistics 
menu. 

Furthermore	the	delete	function	can	be	switched	off.	The	bonus	
allocation	can	also	be	switched	off.	The	staff	has	 to	document	
every revalue and devalue.

The customer puts then his re-valued Holtkamp type 11 chip card 
in the contact unit on the CARDPOINT.

Now the customer sets the desired amount to be revalued with 
the	yellow	buttons	and	confirms	with	OK.

CARDPOINT or smartphone starts to debit the amount of money 
from the bank account or from the prepaid card etc.
If this is successful, the amount will be re-valued including the 
bonus amount to the chip card.

During	payment,	the	customer	will	be	notified	of	the	process	with	
additional advertisements (eg, „Please wait“,	„Payment in pro-
gress,“	or	„Payment successful,“	etc.).

During the revaluation process, all other functions (time coun-
ters, etc.) continue to work undisturbed in the background. An 
revaluation is also possible, if the time purchase is locked. The 
revaluation process is completed after successful completion or 
termination of revaluation.
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19 Configuration	Menu

Calling up the menu:

See chapter „Call up the menu” and „General information 
about menu operating”.

If	the	device	is	commissioned	for	the	first	time,	some	
configuration	settings	must	be	made	here	as	needed!

19.1	Sub	menu	„Configuration“

19.1.1 Configuration	>>	Language	+	Currency

Language	of	the	text	shown	on	the	screen	(=	default	language).

  

  

After a certain time, the default language is automatically re-
activated (according above „Button for temporary language 
shift”). 

  

The screen shows:

The language is separately adjustable for the menu set-
tings and the normal operating mode (time sale, card 
revalue etc.). For the menu settings only English and 
German	are	available	(effective	January	2017).	In	normal	
operating mode, additional languages can be set. Cur-
rently only German and English are available (as of Ja-
nuary 2017).

If „yes” is set here: An additional „Language” button appears on 
the customer screen. This allows the customer to independently 
select the language. 

Which languages he can choose is adjustable with the menu 
item „Language” and the following menu items „Selectable lan-
guage 2...7”. 

Here,	the	languages	are	specified,	which	the	customer	can	choo-
se by himself (according to above „Button for temporary lan-
guage shift“).

If	“---“	is	set	here,	the	menu	point	is	out	of	order.	
Example: The customer should be able to choose „German” and 
„English”, and „German” should be the default language. Then 
these settings have to be made: 
Language		 	 	 	 	 =		 german
Selectable language  2   =  english
Selectable language 3…7  =  ---

At the moment only German and English are available 
(effective	January	2017).	Do	not	set	any	language	twice!

Currency of all amounts of money (Chip cards, coin validator 
etc.). The currency code is displayed behind all funds on the dis-
play. 
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19.1.2 Configuration	>>	Display	+	Sound

Various user interfaces and properties of the customer screens 
can be selected.

  

Is set here „yes“:	The	current	date	and/or	time	is	displayed	on	the	
Single-Timer and  revaluating screen.

The background color should be as light as possible or 
as dark as possible. The font color reversed best contrast 
and readability!
The background color is only visible when „Background 
image” is set to „no” (except date and time). 
The changes are sometimes only visible after leaving the 
configuration	menu

The display shows:

The screen shows:

Volume of the beep when pressing a button or text messages/
error messages/insert a chip card etc.
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For Multi-Timers are the special equipment „Extension board 1” 
as well as the special optinal accessory „Switch boxes” neces-
sary! Their connection is described in the additional instructions 
for CARDPOINT switch boxes. If the „Extension board 1“	is	mis-
sing, the menu items „Multi-Timer“	and	„Number of timers“	are	
not adjustable!

If „Multi-Timer” has been selected, the „Number of timers” can 
be set to a value from „1” to „32”.  It can be controlled up to 8 
objects (tanning beds, etc.). Accordingly, 1 to 32 switching boxes 
are required, which are wired to the CARDPOINT-device via a 
RS485. They contain the relays, as well as various inputs. 
If the „Number of timers” is set to „1”, the function corresponds 
to the principle of the single timer. But the device’s own relays are 
out of service and a switch box is required!

Selecting „Multi-Timer” shows the following selection: 

(Input of the object numbers as well as input of the object names, 
see chapter „Configuration >> Object data”) 

    Only with mode „Timer”!

 ● If set to „no”: the main time is displayed in minutes and se- 
 conds, max. 99:59 minutes.

19.1.3 Div. operating parameters

The mode can be selected as follows:
 ● Operating	 mode	 „Timer“:	 time-limited switching on of  

                                         devices
  o if Multi-Timer = „yes“	 ==>	control	of	up	to	32
            devices
  o if Multi-Timer = „no“					 ==>	control	of	1	device	
           (Single-Timer)

 ● Operating	mode	„Recharger“:	only chip card recharger  
 without timer function 

 ● Operating	mode	„Impulse“	(on/off): time-unlimited swit- 
 ching on of devices until a clear signal is given to external  
	 input.	After	payment	the	display	shows	„on“.

  o if Multi-Timer = „yes“		 ==>		 control	of	up	to	32	
                devices
  o if Multi-Timer = „no“		 ==>		 control	of	1	device	
            (Single-Timer)

 ● It set to „yes”: the main time is displayed in hours and minu- 
 tes, max. 18:00 hours.

 ● If set to „yes”: No time can be bought, the display shows  
 „blocked”. This function is useful if e.g. the object controlled  
 by CARDPOINT is defective. The revalue function re- 
 mains in operation independently of this. 

 ● If set to „no”: The main time starts either immediately after  
 the purchase (if the lead time is set to „0”) or it starts after  
 the expiry of the lead time.

 ● If set to „yes”: If the customer bought the main time, he can  
 start it with the remote start control.  A lead time can be  
 aborted with the same button and the main time starts im- 
 mediately
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 Only with mode „Timer”! In „Multi-Timer” mode, this  
 menu item exists up to 32 times. This menu item does  
	 not	exist	if	a	switch	box	of	type	„SBW“	is	connected!

  On the CARDPOINT PCB, the remote control shares 
the same connection as the cleaning button. In the 
Single-Timer mode, a remote display can be connec-
ted (Special equipment! Optional extension board 1 
required), which also contains a remote control. 

The screen shows:

 ● If set to „yes”: after the main time has expired, an further  
 time purchase will be blocked and the text „Please cle- 
 an!”	will	 be	 flashing	 in	 the	display.	This	will	 prompt	 the	 
	 staff	to	clean	the	tanning	bed.	Then	the	cleaning	button	 
 must be pressed to release the CARDPOINT for the next  
 use.

This is connected parallel to the remote control 
connection. In Multi-Timer mode, the connection is 
out of order, instead the remote control inputs loca-
ted at the switch boxes are used. 

The screen shows „Please clean!“	(flashes):

Only with mode „Timer”!  In „Multi-Timer” mode, this menu 
item exists up to 32 times. This menu item does not exist  
if	a	switch	box	of	type	„SBW“	is	connected!

 ● If set to „yes”: The after cooling relay is already switched on  
 at the beginning of the lead time.

Duration after which all temporary changes made by the custo-
mer are automatically undone if no key is pressed, etc.

This concerns e.g.: 
 ● change language 
 ● If the key „no” at option „Consulting desired” was pressed
 ● Switch from the Single-Timer screen back to the Multi-Ti- 

 mer screen 
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  Chip cards that have a higher maximum value than the one spe-
cified	here	are	 rejected	with	error	message	E152	 („Chip card 
may be manipulated! The card value is higher than allo-
wed!”) Standard at delivery: 9999,00 €.

Various functions can be assigned to this input:
 ● none: the input has no function 
 ● Time stop 1: stop the main time of timer 1 when the input  

 is bridged  
 ● Time stop 0: stop the main time of timer 1 when the input  

 is open

Notes on the time-out function: 
 ● Only at operating mode „Timer”!
 ● Only	at	„Single-Timer“	(at	„Multi-Timer“,	the	time-stop	in- 

 puts are located on the switch-boxes, they word indepen- 
 dently of this setting) 

 ● Pause the main time, but the relays remain on.
 ● At time stop the background of the main time turns red. 

  

  

Special case: lead time and after cooling times as well as  
the door opener time are not stopped!

 ● Door opener 1: door opener function of the currently dis 
	 played	timer	when	the	input	is	briefly	bridged

 ● Door opener 0: door opener function of the timer current- 
	 ly	displayed	when	the	input	is	briefly	opened	

Notes on the door opener-function:
see	„Door	opener	time“!
For Multi-Timers, the door opener inputs on the switch bo-
xes can be used as an alternative, regardless this setting.

This function is especially used when operating washing machi-
nes or similar used. When a chip card is inserted and removed 
immediately, the door open time set with the next menu item is 
started. The door open time cannot be stopped by the time stop 
function!

After entering an incorrect menu password, the password can 
only be entered again after this waiting time. If the password 2, 3, 
4, etc. times is entered incorrectly one after the other, the waiting 
time will be extended in factor 2, 3, 4 and so on (max. but only 
10 minutes).

This menu item only appears if jumper 1a is inserted. If you have 
entered a menu by entering a password, and if no key is pressed 
for the time set here, the menu is automatically ended.

This value is to be set carefully! Circling cards with 
a high card value could be unintentionally rejected. 
This setting also limits the maximum value for card 
revaluation,	 see	 „Max. via Type 73 revaluable card 
value”	and	„Max. via cash revaluable card value”	in	
menu	„Chip card editing >> Revalue”!

„Input B” is located on the power PCB, see chapter „Positions 
of the connectors and the switches in the electronics”

This function is especially used when operating washing machi-
nes or similar used. After the main time, the washing machine is 
de-energized, so that however the electrical door opener of the 
machine is out of order. When a button is pressed, or a chip card 
type 11 is plugged in for a short time and removed without time 
purchase, the customer gets the „Door opener time” set here. 
Then he can operate the electric door opener of the machine.

Then this function is locked for the „Blockade duration after 
door opening”. 
See setting „Function input B”= „Door opener function“ and 
„Door opening via chip card“!
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„Input C“	is	located	on	the	power-PCB,	see	chapter	„Position of 
the connectors and switches in the electronics”. 

Various functions can be assigned to this input:
 ● none: the input has no function
 ● Blockade 1: blocking the time purchase of all timers when  

 the input is bridged
 ● Blockade 0: blocking the time purchase of all timers when  

 the input is open
 ● Delete 1: deleting the currently displayed time in the dis- 

	 play	when	the	input	is	briefly	bridged
 ● Delete 0: deleting the currently displayed time in the dis- 

	 play	when	the	input	is	briefly	opened	

Hints for the deleting function:
 ● See „Lock deletes after start temporary”!
 ● With Multi-Timer, the delete inputs on the switch boxes can  

 be used alternatively, regardless of this setting

This function is used especially when operating washing machi-
nes. As soon as the washing machine door is opened at the end 
of a washing process, the remaining main time is extinguished 
via a door contact. In order to be able to throw in forgotten laund-
ry after the start of the washing cycle, the deletion function can 
be blocked with this setting for a certain amount of time. 

  

The menu items only appear if jumper 1a is inserted and the 
menu was called by password entry! Here you can and should 
enter your personal passwords, which protect the access to the 
different	 menus	 (see	 chapter	 „Menu call”). When the CARD-
POINT is delivered, the passwords are always on the displayed 
values.

Make a note of the password in a secret location.

  

  o The „Number of discount levels“ determines, how  
   many prices and main times can and must be set  
   per happy hour level (in the menus „Times + Prices >>  
   Prices“).

19.1.4 Configuration	>>	Payment

In the „Multi-Timer“	mode,	the	settings	of	this	menu	apply	
equally to all the timers!

Selectable payment types are (with „Impulse”	mode	only	the	first	
two points are adjustable):

 ● „Normal“:	always	the	same	price	and	same	main	time,	re- 
 gardless of the main time

 ● „Happyhour prices“:	different	rates,	which	are	switched	 
 regardless of the time (see menu „Clock + Shifting time 
 >> Shifting time (Happy hour)). In the menu „Times + 
 Prices >> Prices”	 are	 also	 different	 prices	 for	 different	 
	 tariffs	adjustable.	

 ● only at operating mode „Timer“:	„Happyhour times“:		diffe- 
	 rent	main	time	tariffs	(similar	to	happy	hour	prices,	see	abo- 
 ve)

 ● only at operating mode „Timer“:	 „Happyhour prices +  
 times“:	(different	price-	and	main	time	tariffs,	so	happy	hour	 
 prices  and times at the same time).

 ● only at operating mode „Timer“:	 „Discount prices +  
 times“	(even	more	you	pay,	even	cheaper	the	main	time).	 
 Note:

  o If „Number of happy hour steps“	set	to	a	value	 
	 	 	 greater	than	„1“,	then	the	tariff	changeover	is	activated		 
   (see menu „Clock + Shifting times >> Shifting times  
   (Happyhour)). This is only possible with Single-Ti- 
   mer or with Multi-Timer with „Number timer = 1“.
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The	current	tariff	number	is	displayed	on	the	screen.

At operating mode „Impulse” there is just the setting „Different 
prices”.

  

  o In the menu „Times + Prices“	there	is	a	set	of	times	 
   and prices for each happy hour step. These must be  
   set in ascending order. So: Price 1 is less than price  
   2, price 2 is less than price 3 etc. and main time 1 is  
   smaller than main time 2, main time 2 is smaller than  
   main time 3 etc.
  o Example with „Number discount steps = 3“
   Price 1, 2 and 3 = 10 €, 20 € and 30 €
   Times 1, 2 and 3 = 5 min., 12 min. and 21 min.
   -> if 10 € are paid, so you get 5 minutes.
   -> if 20 € are paid, so you get 12 minutes.
   -> if 30 € are paid, so you get  21 minutes.

 ● The functions „Minimum payment” and „Short-time sale”  
 are not available in the discount mode.

 ● With the „Number of happy hour steps” determines the  
	 number	of	tariffs	and	thus	also	the	number	of	prices	and/ 
 or main times. Which are adjustable in the menu „Times +  
 Prices” and which are selectable in the menu „Clock + Shif- 
 ting time >> Shifting times (happy hour)” (max.8). When  
 reducing the „Number of happy hour steps” necessarily  
	 check	the	tariffs	set!

If set to „yes”: In the menu „Times + Prices” separate times, ma-
ximum times and prices for card and cash payment can be set.
If set to „no”: There are same main times/maximum times/prices 
for card and cash payments.

Only at operating mode „Timer“:	

If set to „yes”: multiple main time sale is allowed („Save”).  The 
price can be paid several times, for that you get the main time 
several times (is added up).
If set to „no”: The price can only be paid once. 

If set to „yes”: In idle, appears on the single timer screen the dis-
play of the current price and the main time sold with it, possibly 
also	the	tariff	number.	

 This option only exists, if the same times and same prices  
 for „Payment by chip card and cash” are set above! 

The display shows (exception: „FREE” does not appear in dis-
count mode with activated display on the price list):
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Menu points in tanning management

If set to „yes”: the customer is asked to get advice:

 ● In idle is displayed „Do you want advisory service?“	and	the	 
 time purchase is blocked.

 ● If the customer presses the „yes” button, the time purchase  
 remains locked and the message „Please contact perso- 
 nell“	appears	for	a	few	seconds.	

 If the customer presses the „no” button, the time purchase  
 is released for a certain time, the normal sales text appears.  
 (The time is adjustable under „Configuration >> div.  
 operating parameters >> Back to the basic state in… “) 

With the option „Multi-Timer“,	 the	 consultation	 request	
only appears after selecting a timer!

  

  

19.1.5 Tanning management

In mode „Multi-Timer“	gthe	settings	of	 this	menu	apply	
equally to all timers! This menu is only available at opera-
ting mode „Timer”, not in „Impulse” mode.

Short description

The tanning management is intended to help tanning studio ope-
rators	to	fulfill	the	requirements	of	the	tanning	law,	which	is	bin-
ding from 07.08.2009. The legal requirements are regulated in 
detail	in	the	UV	protection	order	(effective	25.07.2011).	

The display shows:

If set to „yes“:	The	customer	can	only	buy	time	if	he	has	proven	a	
minimum age (adjustable in the next menu item: 16 to 21 years).

If set to „yes”: The customer can only buy time, if he has proven 
a minimum age (adjustable in the next menu item: 16-21 years).

 ● The	date	of	birth	must	be	programmed	by	the	staff	once	with	 
 the Holtkamp chip card terminal on the Holtkamp chip card  
 (special equipment). 

 ● If a chip card with no date of birth is inserted in the CARDPOINT,  
 the display will show the text „Age control >> Please contact  
 personell”.

 ● In idle-display of the CARDPOINT is shown „Free from 18”  
 (or other age depending on the setting). The purchase is  
 only possible if the customer is old enough. If the customer  
 is too young he will be dismissed with the notice „Age con- 
 trol >>Tanning from 18 only”. 

 ● If the customer wants to pay by coin instead of by chip card,  
 he must still insert his chip card (type 100…103) in advan- 
 ce, press the OK button and remove the chip card again.  
 Then the coin slot is released for a certain time (see menu  
 point „Permanent time purchase release”)
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Minimum age from which to be tanned (see „Age control”). 

  

Duration of release of the time purchase with age control, with 
„Manage tanning series” as well as with „Skin measurements 
by SkinControl, Derma-Med3-control and  integrated skin 
measuring head” (optional accessories). 
Coin slot is generally released in this way, at „Skin measuring 
head” also the „Time purchase via chip card”.

This value should be set at the lowest possible value 
(especially at operating mode Multi-Timer), to reduce 
manipulation possibilities!!

 ● With every insert of a coin the release period will be coun- 
 ted from the beginning.

 ● When the chip card is plugged in, the release time counter  
 is stopped.

See additional instruction.
Hereby a tanning plan can be realized. A series of 10 tannings 
can be managed, with breaks. The UV radiation is dosed depen-
ding on the type of skin and the running tanning of the series.

If the function „Manage tanning series” recommends 
more time than the „Maximum time” set in the „Time/
Price” menu, the tanning time is limited to the value set 
in the „Time/Price” menu. With option „Multi-Timer”, the 
recommended tanning time and pause only appear after 
selecting a timer! The radiation intensity of the tanning 
bed is set to 0,3 W/m² by default, this is supported in the 
most European countries by all modern tanning beds (the 
value is changeable in menu „Configuration >> Object 
data >> Erythemal effective radiation power”).

Function: 
 ● The CARDPOINT determines from the level of the counter  

 on the time interval between the tannings and the type of skin  
 the recommended and the maximum allowable tanning time,  
 as well as the recommended pause duration. These are ta- 
 ken from a table implemented in the CARDPOINT device  
	 (in	accordance	with	UV	protection	effective	15.12.2010).	

 ● When inserting the chip card, the recommended tanning  
 time and, if applicable, the recommended break are dis 
 played for a short time. Thereafter, the time is purchased as  
 usual. The actual purchased time is stored on the chip  
 card.  

 ● If the customer want to pay with cashless payment  
 methods e.g. by credit card or smartphone  
 (he must still enter when ordering) he may only be inser- 
 ted the chip card in advance and after the payment  
 remove the process again. The purchasedTanning time  
 saved on the card.

 ● Further functions: see „Break can be ignored”, „Recom.  
 time may be exceeded” and „Load recom. time 
 automatically” 

  

A Holtkamp chip card is required for this, on which these data 
are stored:

 ● Skin type
 ● Number	of	tanning	sessions	since	first	tanning
 ● current tanning date

The	skin	type	(1	...	6)	must	be	programmed	once	by	the	staff	on	
the Holtkamp chip cards by using the Holtkamp chip card termi-
nal (special accessory). If a card is inserted into the CardPoint 
without	skin	type,	the	text	“Please contact personell! Skin type 
is missing!“.	

Furthermore, the tanning counter can be reset with the chip card 
terminal (start of a new tanning series).
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The screen shows before/after inserting the chip card (Excep-
tion:	 “Tanning series with card” does not appear in discount 
mode with activated display of the price list): 

The maximum buyable tanning time is limited by the value 
set in the menu „Time/Price”. With „Manage tanning se-
ries”, the maximum is additionally limited by the maxi-
mum value read from the table (usually 33 minutes). 

The recommended time for tanning can be set compelling or vo-
luntary. 

 ● If set to „no”: the recommended tanning time is the maxi- 
 mum time allowed.

 ● If set to „yes”: It can be purchased more time than re- 
 commended, when exceeded the recommended value,  
 a warning is displayed at short notice. 

  The pause of 1 or 2 days between 2 tannings which is recom-
mended	at	“Manage tanning series” (see above) can be com-
pelling or voluntary.   

 ● If set to „no”: The pause is compelling: No time can be  
 bought during the pause.

 ● If set to „yes”: The pause is voluntary: Time can be bought  
 during the pause.
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The recommended tanning time can be loaded automatically. 

19.1.6 Configuration	„Object	data“

Here the data of the object to be controlled by the CARDPOINT 
device are indicated (tanning beds, washing machines, whir-
pools, tennis court lightning etc. 

The display shows:

 ● If set to „no”: The customer has to adjust the tanning time  
 as usual with the „PLUS” button.

 ● If set to „yes”: When inserting the chip card, the recommen- 
 ded tanning time and the corresponding price are automati- 
 cally loaded. The customer only has to press „OK”, so he  
 does not longer need to set the time with the „PLUS” button.  
	 A	correction	is	possible	with	“C“	and	“PLUS” button.

In „Multi-Timer” mode, this menu item „Object number” 
exists up to 32 times.

 ● If set to „yes”: The object number is displayed on the  
 screen.

 ● The timers are always numbered internally in the CARD- 
 POINT-device from 1…32. But, the actual object numbers  
	 (tanning-cabin	 number)	 may	 differ.	 These	 numbers	 are	 
 set here, they are displayed to the customer in the display  
 selection. 

 ● Why	can	timer	can	timer	and	object	number	differ?	Example:	 
 If there are 2 CARDPOINT devices with 32 timers at each  
	 location	the	first	CARDPOINT	controls	the	1…8,	the	se- 
 cond CARDPOINT the objects 9…16 and the third the  
 objects 17…24. Accordingly, the object numbers must be  
 set.

There should not be set 2 identical object numbers!
 ● If „Show object numbers” is set to „no”: With Multi-Timer the  

 timer number is displayed!

In „Multi-Timer“	mode,	 this	menu	 item	 „Object names” exists 
up to 32 times.

 ● If set to „yes”: The object names (tanning bed name etc.)  
 are visible to the customer.

  The	object	names	can	be	entered	in	20	digits.	If	the	field	„Object name” is touched, a keyboard is displayed with 
which is made the input. 
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 In „Multi-Timer” mode, this menu item „Object names”  
 exists up to 32 times (only at operating mode „Timer”)!

The display shows:       

  

If at the same time the display of the object number is activated:

This value is needed for the function „Manage tanning series”: 

 ● The function „Manage tanning series” determines the ma- 
 ximum duration of tanning from the radiation power set  
 here, the data on the chip card (tanning counter, last tanning  
 date and skin type) and from the table (according to chapter  
 4 of the UV protection ordinance as of 15.12.2010)  implied  
 in the CARDPOINT device.

  

19.1.7 Configuration	>>	Counter	statistic

In mode „Multi-Timer“	 the	 settings	 of	 this	 menu	 apply	
equally to all the timers!

For the operation of tanning bed: Here, the erythemic radiation 
power of the tanning bed is adjusted. By default this is 0,3 W/m², 
this is equivalent to the sun at midday and is supported in most 
European countries by all modern tanning beds. In the remaining 
cases, a higher value can be set here.

If set to „no”: There are no daily counters in the statistic menu.
If set to „yes”: There are daily counters in the statistic menu. 
The daily counters are parallel to the total counters, they 
can be read daily by the personell with the query card  
type 33 or statistics menu password and optionally deleted.

If set to „yes”: The daily counters can be deleted by the perso-
nal with the query chip card type 33 or statistic menu password 
(otherwise only with card type 43…53 or higher ranking pass-
words).

If set to „yes”:	The	 staff	 can	 also	 use	 the	 query	 card	 type	 33	
or statistics menu password to view (but not delete) the total 
counters (otherwise only with card type 43…53 or higher ranking 
passwords).

If set to „yes”:	The	 staff	 can	 also	 use	 the	 query	 card	 type	 33	
or statistics menu password to view at the service hour counter 
and also delete them if necessary (otherwise only at card type 
43…53 or higher ranking passwords).
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19.1.8 Configuration	>>	Service	intervals

Sub	menu	(only	at	mode	„Multi-Timer“)

If the button „Service intervals” is pressed here, this sub menu 
may appear. Here you can select for which timer/cabin the follo-
wing settings are valid. 
The object numbers are to be regarded as examples! 
See „Configuration >> div. operating parameters”.

  

The display shows (exclamation mark top right in the screen):

The „Service hour counters” are special operating hours coun-
ters that can be used to control cyclic maintenance intervals.  
(e. g. for changing lamps). They count as long as the main relay 
is switched on.

Menu	points	„Service	intervals“

In the menu „Statistics >> Service counters” there are the 
„Service hours counters 1 to 6”, which are assigned to the „Ser-
vice intervals 1 to 6” to be set here.

If	 a	 counter	 has	 reached	 or	 exceeded	 the	 value	 specified	 by	
the associated interval, the service case has occurred and an 
exclamation mark is displayed during idle and  on the timeout 
screen.  However, the device will remain operational (the custo-
mer can still buy time). 

The personell then deletes the relevant „Service hours coun-
ter” in the „Statistics menu” and carries out the required main-
tenance work.  

See detailed documentation in the menu „Statistics >> Service 
counters“!	

If a service interval is set to „0”, the associated service 
hour counter is out of order. It will not appear in the stati-
stic menu. After reprogramming a period, it may be use-
ful to delete the current status of the associated service 
hours counter in the statistics menu. Do not forget!
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19.1.9 Configuration	>>	Data	Interfaces

In the mode „Multi-Timer“	the	settings	of	this	menu	apply	
equally to all timers!

Address of the CARDPOINT-device: If this CARDPOINT is net-
worked together with other CARDPOINT devices via a RS485 
data line to a personal computer or via Commander CARDPOINT 
to the internet, a unique address must be set here. 

Every	CARDPOINT	has	to	get	a	different	address!

The factory setting is „no”! If the CARDPOINT is networked to a personal computer, any 
inserted chip card can be checked by the PC and released (or 
even blocked). This must be set to „yes” here. 

A suitable program is needed for the PC, please con-
tact the manufacturer!

The factory setting is „no”!

If the CARDPOINT is networked to a personal computer (directly 
or via the internet), a login procedure should be performed. The 
user must then log in with a password to gain access. This con-
duces the security to prevent unauthorized access.

Please change the default password!
This function is not yet supported by the Comman-
der CARDPOINT for data connection via internet (ef-
fective January 2017). The security is ensured by the 
login password for the commander CARDPOINT, see 
chapter “connection to a PC (directly or via internet). 

Only if the menu item „Login password” is set to „yes”. 

If a user has logged in and forgets the log-out after the session, 
an automatic log-out takes place after a certain activity-free time.

Only if the menu item „Login password” is set to „yes": The company Holtkamp can log in with a special password in 
your CARDPOINT, and help you with troubleshooting or making 
the settings (of course only it the CARDPOINT is connected to 
the internet). 
With „yes” you release this access.

19.1.10	 Configuration	>>	Printer

If the CardPoint is equipped with a printer (special accessory), 
the type of printer must be set here. See the printer nameplate.

The required paper roll width (thermal paper) is 58 mm.

The following settings must be made on the printer: baud rate = 
9600,	data	length	=	8	bits,	even	parity,	handshaking	=	Xon	/	Xoff.

Note:
If	 “no printer” is set here, the printer will continuously 
start printing a certain character. Then the printer must 
be disconnected, because the interface now sends cycli-
cal data to the remote display (special accessory) via this 
interface.	Alternatively,	 the	menu	 item	 “Print customer 
receipt”	can	be	set	to	“no” if printing is not desired.
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After each customer-operated process, a customer receipt can 
be printed out (after chip card revaluation and time purchase). 
You	can	set	“never”,	“always”	or	“ask” here. In the latter case, a 
question	window	appears	in	which	the	customer	can	confirm	or	
reject printing.

If the value „ask“	is	set	for	„Print customer receipt“,	the	query	
only remains open for the duration set here. If the customer has 
not pressed „yes“	 by	 then,	 the	window	will	 be	 closed	 and	 no	
receipt will be printed.

The tax amount that is calculated using the tax rate to be set here 
is shown on the customer receipt and the Z-receipt (as well as 
in	the	fiscal	data	storage	for	the	tax	office).	This	value	must	be	
set correctly!
If	„0%“	is	set	here,	the	tax	amount	and	the	associated	net	and	
gross values are not printed out.

The CardPoint pays tax on income for time sales and overpaid 
amounts (which may be saved as credit and cannot be repaid), 
which are made via

 ● Type 10 and 11 prepaid cards
 ● Tokens
 ● Coins
 ● Cashless	1	and	Cashless	2	(via	cashless	device	„Nayax“

	 or	„Commander	XXL“,	i.e.	by	credit	card	or	smart	phone	 
 with a special app, etc.)

If	is	set	here	“yes”, the dose is calculated from the time sold and 
the	radiation	intensity	of	the	solarium	(erythema-effective	radiati-
on in joules / m²) and on the customer‘s receipt printed out.

  Note:
The radiation strength of the solarium is to be set in the 
menu items „Configuration >> Object data >> Radiati-
on power effective for erythema“.	

The following sales are not taxed by the XXL:
 ● Payments with Holtkamp test chip cards of type 14, 15 

 and 16 (are treated separately and not taxed)
 ● Bonuses (are paid for chip card revaluation and token  

 Purchase awarded)
Note: the bonus amounts are taxed when purchasing 
a product!

 ● Upgrade of chip cards of type 10 and 11 with any means  
	 of	 payment	 (in	 the	 case	 of	 staff-operated	 upgrade,	 the	 
 payment is booked tax-free by the cash register)

  

 ● Deletion of chip cards type 10 and 11 using type 73 credit  
	 cards	(staff-operated,	this	amount	is	repaid	to	the	custo- 
 mer at the cash register, return of type 10 and 11 chip  
	 cards	(staff-operated,	the	deposit	is	refunded	to	the	custo- 
 mer at the cash register carried out, a tax refund would  
	 have	to	be	posted	there	(„subsequent	cancellation“)

 ● The revaluation and deletion of test chip cards of type  
 14 and 15 is treated separately and is never taxed.

If is set here „yes“,	the	text	„CardPoint“	is	printed at the begin-
ning of the customer receipt.

At the beginning and possibly also at the end of the customer 
receipt, an individual logo can be printed, which is activated 
here.

Hints:
Some	printers	 only	 support	 Logo	1	 at	 the	 beginning	 of	
the receipt.
The logos must be loaded into the printer using the asso-
ciated PC program for the printer.

  

Up to 8 individual lines of text can be printed at the beginning 
and at the end of the customer receipt. These are entered here. 
A printer line can be up to 24 characters long.

  
Hints:
In	accordance	with	the	requirements	of	the	tax	office,	at	
least the „full name and address of the entrepreneur pro-
viding	the	services	and	the	tax	number“	must	be	entered	
here (information without guarantee).
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20 Operating of the CARDPOINT

20.1 Time purchase

20.1.1 Time purchase via chip card  

In idle, depending on the settings e.g. these values are displayed:
 ● Display Configuration >> div. operating parameters  

 >> Objectnumbers 
 ● Display Configuration >> Object data >> Name of tan- 

 ning bed
 ● Configuration >> Payment >> Payment method
 ● Configuration >> Payment >> Time + Prices in idle
 ● Times + Prices >> Times etc.
 ● Times + Prices >> Prices etc.

Insert chip card. The card value (amount of money) is displayed 
for a short time.

Up to 8 individual lines of text can be printed at the beginning 
of the daily cash report (Z-Receipt). These are entered here. A 
printer line can be up to 24 characters long. 

Hints:
In	accordance	with	the	requirements	of	the	tax	office,	at	
least the „full name and address of the entrepreneur pro-
viding	the	services	and	the	tax	number“	must	be	entered	
here (information without guarantee).

  

Set the desired main time with the „PLUS” button (the corres-
ponding price amount is calculated and displayed together with 
the main time).  Correction: with the „C” button, the set main time 
can also be deleted.

Optionally, the price can be paid several times, even partially:
 ● Allow Configuration >> Payment/Main time to be saved
 ● Times + Prices >> Prices >> Minimum payment
 ● Times + Prices >> Prices >> Short time purchase
 ● Times + Prices >> Prices >> Maximum time
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With the „OK”	 button	 the	 time	 purchase	 is	 confirmed	 and	 the	
price amount deducted from the card. 

The	remaining	card	value	is	briefly	displayed.	Remove	the	chip	
card!

Functionality:
 ● If the Remaining amount on the chip card is insuf- 

	 ficient,	 the	 requested	price	 can´t	 be	 completely	 debited	 
 (no card residual value recovery).

 ● Mixed payment: If some cash was paid before the card  
 payment (without the price was reached and thus this amount  
 for time purchase was not counted), this amount will be  
 counted on the card payment. But the price of the money will be  
 charged.

 ● If the Time Purchase is blocked, appears when inser- 
 ting the chip card or by pressing the „PLUS” button a window  
 „Currently no time can be bought here!”. There are vari- 
 ous causes for this, see chapter „FAQ”!

  In case of ambiguities see also chapter „FAQ“	(Frequently 
   Asked Questions)!

Special functions:

If necessary, these functions can be activated in the menu:
 ● Consultation: the customer is asked to seek advice. In idle  

 is „Do you want advisory service?” in the display. If the  
 customer presses the „yes” button, the time purchase is  
 blocked and the message „Please contact personell” appe- 
 ars. If he presses the „no” button, the time purchase is re- 
 leased. See more „Configuration >> Tanning manage- 
 ment >> Question- consulting desired”.

 ● Age control: the customer can only buy time it he has pro- 
 ven a minimum age (adjustable: 16 to 21 years).  The date  
 of birth is deposited on the customers chip card for this  
 purpose. See more „Configuration >> Tanning manage- 
 ment >> Age control“.

 ● Manage tanning series (calculate recommended tanning  
 time of skin type and table): Hereby a kind of special plan  
 can be realized, thereby a series of 10 tannings are admi- 
 nistered. The maximum allowable tanning time is deter- 
 mined depending on the type of skin and the current tan- 
 ning of the series. The skin type, tanning counters and current  
 tanning date are stored on the customer’s chip card. See  
 more „Configuration >> Tanning management >> Tan- 
 ning series“.

20.1.2 Time purchase with cashless means of payment
 
The customer puts his credit, bank or prepaid card into the 
CARDPOINT or pulls it through the Nayax reader, or keeps it for 
a short time (if contactless NFC medium). He can also press the 
green button on the Nayax device instead. Alternatively, he can 
start the payment on his smartphone. The maximum amount of 
money	available	without	PIN	entry	is	displayed	briefly.
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If in the menu „Chip card-Editing/revaluation“	the	revaluation	
function with „Cashless-means of payment“	 is	 activated,	 the	
customer must now make the selection „Buy time“	by	touching	
the corresponding button on the screen (otherwise this interme-
diate step is omitted).

Now, the time purchase works exactly as described in the chapter 
„Time purchase via prepaid card“.	After	confirming	the	purcha-
se with the OK button, the CARDPOINT or the smartphone starts 
to debit the money from the bank account or from the prepaid 
card. If this is successful, the set time is loaded.

During the payment process, which lasts for a few seconds, the 
customer will be informed of the process with additional screens 
(eg „Please wait, Payment in progress“	or	„Payment success-
ful“	etc.).

20.1.3 Buy more time

If there is already run a time, it is only possible to buy additional 
main time if certain conditions are met (via chip card and coin 
insert).

 ● Buy more is always released: If neither lead time nor re- 
 mote start is activated, the purchase main time starts im- 
 mediately. Then you can buy at any time main time (if a  
 maximum time is programmed, you can buy only the thus  
	 specified	main	time,	otherwise	unlimited).		

 ● Buy more is always released during the lead time: With  
 each purchase via chip card or coin insertion, the lead time  
 is started from the beginning.

 ● Buy more is always blocked after expiry of the lead  
 time or after remote start: If a chip card is plugged in, the  
 message „Currently no purchase possible” appears.  
 The coin insertion is blocked.

20.1.4 Time sequence

The time sequence is always the same regardless of the pay-
ment method. All times are displayed running backwards:

If a lead time (switch-on delay) is programmed, this is started. 
See: „Times + Prices >> Lead time” 
If there is no lead time, but the remote start function is program-
med,	the	remote	start	button	will	be	confirmed.	
See: „Configuration >> div. operating parameters >> Remote 
control“
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The main time starts either after the expiry of the lead time, at 
remote start (aborts the lead time) or immediately (if neither lead 
time nor remote start is activated). 
See: „Times + Prices >> Times >> Lead time”
„Times + Prices >> Times >> Lock at start of after cooling time”
„Configuration >> div. operating parameters >> Remote control“

After the main time has elapsed, the overrun time may start (coo-
ling phase). If necessary, the text „Please clean!” appears, then 
the	next	time	purchase	is	released	only	after	confirmation	of	the	
cleaning button. 
See: „Times + Prices >> Times >> Overrun time”
„Times + Prices >> Times >> Time purchase at overrun time 
blocked”
„Configuration >> div. operating parameters >> Cleaning 
button function“

20.1.5 Multi-Timer

The CARDPOINT device can control up to 32 objects (tanning 
beds, whirpools, light, washing machines etc.). For this he cont-
ains 32 independently operating timers. 
See: Configuration >> div. operating parameter >> Multi-Ti-
mer
Configuration >> div. operating parameter >> Number of timer
Configuration >> Object data >> Display object numbers
Configuration >> Object data >> Object numbers timer ...
Configuration >> Object data >> Display object name
Configuration >> Object data >> Object name timer …
Configuration >> div. operating parameters >> Back to the 
basic state… 

In idle always shows the Multi-Timer screen. The customer 
selects a timer by touching the screen

Now the selected timer is displayed. The time purchase works 
the same as with the Single-Timer, as described in the previous 
chapters!

The „Overview” button takes you back to the Multi-Timer screen. 
This also happens automatically if nothing has happened for a 
while.

On the Multi-Timer screen the purchased time will be displayed, 
possibly running backwards.
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For the purpose of editing, the personell inserts the service chip 
card type 73 and removes it immediately, this activates the „Edit/
Revaluating" mode (left picture). Subsequently, any number of 
customer chip cards type 11 and their data can be changed one 
after the other (right picture). 

The change of the card data happens with the yellow button. 
Finally, the data is stored on the customer chip card with the 
button „Save modifications to the card”, and the card can be 
removed. Then the next can be plugged in and their data can be 
changed.

20.2 Card editing and revaluating

20.2.1 Card editing with service chip card type 73

The	cards	edit	 function	with	revalue	card	 type	73	must	first	be	
activated in the menu „Chip card edit >> Revaluating“.

  

There you can activate the functions „Enter date of birth”, „En-
ter skin type” and „Enter tanning counter” individually.

During the edit mode, all other functions (time counter, etc.) con-
tinue to work undisturbed in the background. The edit mode re-
mains active until the „Quit” button is pressed, or if no button is 
pressed for a certain time. 

If in the menu additionally the „Revaluating function” is 
set to „yes”, after the customer chip card has been inser-
ted, the revaluating screen may appear. This one a button 
on the top right, with which one you can change over to 
the edit screen. With the same button you can also switch 
back to the revaluating screen from the edit screen:
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20.2.2 Chip card revaluating with cashless means of 
 payment

The customer inserts his cashless means of payment (credit 
card, prepaid card, etc.) into the cashless device (or swipes it 
through	if	a	magnetic	card,	or	briefly	holds	it	in	front	of	it	if	cont-
actless NFC medium), or presses the green button on the Nayax 
device. Alternatively, he starts the payment on his smartphone. 
The maximum amount of money available without entering a PIN 
is	briefly	displayed.

Then the customer inserts his Holtkamp type 11 chip card which 
is to be upgraded into the contact unit at the CardPoint.

Now the customer sets the desired amount with the yellow but-
tons	and	confirms	with	OK.

Then begins the cashless device or smartphone to withdraw the 
amount of money from the bank account or prepaid card, etc. If 
this is successful, the amount including the bonus amount will be 
credited to the chip card.

During the payment process, the customer is informed of the pro-
cess with additional messages (e.g. „Please wait, payment is in 
progress“,	or	„Payment successful“	etc.).

During the revaluation process, all other functions (time counter, 
etc.) continue to work undisturbed in the background. An upgra-
de is also possible if the time purchase is blocked. The revalua-
tion process ends after the revaluation has been successfully 
completed or canceled.
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21 Reset to factory settings

There are several dip switches on the PCB of the CARDPOINT 
device. These are accessible after opening the housing, see 
same named chapter. With DIP switch 4 you can rest some set-
tings to factory settings.

As soon as DIP switch 4 is switched on, this inquiry appears:

If jumper 1a is plugged in:

The button „Passwords” is used to reset forgotten menu pass-
words. The initial values can be found in the chapter „Call up 
the menu”!

The „yes” or „Settings” button returns the relevant settings to 
factory settings value. 

If jumper 1a is missing:                               

 The display can´t be activated when a menu is active or  
 during a time purchase process.

20.3 Check device version, date and time 

For control purposes, the display of the extended version screen 
can be activated with the device-internal clock. To do this, touch 
the display in the top left corner for at least 2 seconds (invisible 
button): 

Touch here for at least 2 seconds…     

  

This advice is displayed:

Time and date can be displayed permanently,  see menu „Confi-
guration >> Display” and „Sound >> Date” or „Time”. 

„Abort” button exits the dialog box without any provisions. 
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23 Error functions

The CARDPOINT issues error messages on the display during 
error handling and other occasions. The most important are dis-
played in text form, for the others the numerical code are listed 
here.

The error message are displayed for several seconds. Example:

22 FAQ – Frequently asked questions
 ● „Maximum value is reached!“	appears	although	no	maxi- 

 mum time is set or the set maximum is not reached:
- „Configuration>> Payment >> Main time saving allo- 
 wed“	is	set	to	„no”  ==> The set price can only be paid  
 once.
- „Configuration >> Tanning management >> Skin- 
 Control“	 or	 „Integrated skin measuring head“	 or	 
 „Manage tanning series“	 is	 activated	 	 ==>	A	 smaller	 
 maximum value is calculated, which is then valid.

 ● „Device is locked“	is	displayed:
- „Configuration >> div. operating parameters >>  
 Lock time purchase“	is	set	to	„yes“
- „Configuration >> div. operating parameters >> Func- 
 tion input C“	is	set	to	„Blockade“,	and	at	the	input	„C“	 
 is a disable signal
- „Configuration >> Payment >> Method of payment“	is	 
 set to „Happyhour“,	and	 „Clock + Shifting times >>  
 Shifting times >> Tariff” is set to „Device is locked”

 ● „Currently no time can be bought here“	is	displayed	(chip	 
 card was inserted and „PLUS” button was pressed):

o During the overrun (cooling phase) no purchase is pos- 
 sible because
  - „Times + Prices >> Times >> Time purchase with  
  overrun lock” is set to „yes“	
o No purchase possible until the end of the main season,  
 because:
 - Remote start was given, or
	 -	 Lead	time	has	expired,	or
  „Configuration >> Tanning management >> Skin 
  Control“	 or	 „Integrated skin measuring head“	 or	 
  „Manage tanning-series“	 is	activated	and	 it	has	al- 
  ready been bought main time (because of feedback  
  data on chip card, would otherwise be overwritten)
o Generally no purchase is possible because:
 - Cleaning button has not yet been pressed or
 - „Configuration >> div. operating parameters >>  
  Lock time purchase“	is	set	to	„yes”
 - „Configuration >> Payment >> Method of payment“ 
  is set to „Happyhour“	and	menu	„Clock + Shifting  
  times >> Shifting times >> Tariff” is set to „Device  
  locked”, and the current daytime activates this lock.
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23.1 Code of error messages
 
E03 Error reading from EEPROM memory of the devices.

E04 Runtime error when writing to EEPROM memory of the  
 device.

E05 DIP switch 2 must be turned on for release of card types  
 20, 21 and 22.

E06	 DIP	switch	3		is	switched	off	for	release	of	card	types	41	 
 to 83! 

E12 The maximum time limit is set smaller than the main  
 time! 

E13	 DIP	switch	1,	2	or	4	must	be	switched	off	 for	program- 
 ming of the device! 

E14 Deleting and programming the numerical values is not  
 possible with this card!

E16 Card revaluation by revaluation chip card type 73 is not  
 possible, only by coin insertion!

E17 Deleting and programming of the counter readings is  
	 disabled	because	DIP	switch	3	is	switched	off!

E18	 Price	(or	one	of	the	prices)	is	set	on	„0“!	

E19	 Main	time	is	set	on	„0“!	

E21 At the skin measuring head: remove jumper 1 in skin  
 measuring head (Initialization release)!

E25 Only the chip card types 20, 30...33, 41...43, 51...53 and  
 81...83 are allowed, because the device type is a pure  
 coin box!

E35 The revaluation function is out of order (is set to „no“	or	 
 the revaluating step is set to „0”).

E37	 This	 function	 is	 disabled	 or	 blocked,	 see	 configuration	 
 menu!

E38 Bonus steps must be program in ascending order. 
 Example: Bonus 1 must be smaller or be the same as  
 bonus 2, bonus 2 must be smaller or be the same as  
 bonus 3!

E39 General parameter error!

E40 Wrong software version (For data transmission: the  
 software version of a connected device or the transmis- 
 sion protocol version of a received data transmission is  
 unknown and will not be accepted) (remote display,  
 switch box, networking)

E41 With bus networking: wrong device has answered.  
 Check address settings of all devices, there can not be  
 2 settings identical.

E44	 Unexpected	 card	 serial	 number	 (Card	 modification	 is	 
	 different	than	verification!)

E47  This function is blocked, because the required access  
 code (password) was not presented, or the wrong code  
 was presented!

E48 Wrong or incomplete input.

E49 Division by 0

E50 Write attempt on chip card failed! Maybe money loss, in  
 extreme cases destruction of the chip card account! 
 Possible Cause: Chip card was pulled out too soon.

E51 Wrong card type. This chip card will never be accepted, or  
 the desired manipulation is not possible with this chip  
 card.

E52 Wrong chip card (the chip card is maybe from an other chip  
 card system, the H-numbers are not correct!). 
 Or the basic programming of the chip card reader has not  
 yet been carried out (with chip card type 20…22). 

E53 This error message has 2 possible meanings:
 a) Error while reading the chip card. The card is broken  
 maybe, dirty, or pulled out too soon, inverted around or  
 completely strange to the system
 b) This card type is blocked. 

E54 Error writing to the chip card. The card is broken maybe,  
 dirty, or pulled out too soon. 

E59 Chip card type number destroyed, chip card unusable. 

E60 Chip card value (deposit account) is higher than the card  
 maximum value (= original value)! 

E62 Chip card is not valid yet, The start date of the card validity  
 has not yet been reached!

E63 Chip card is no longer valid, the end date of the card validity  
 has been exceeded!

E64 Day limit of allowed charges has been reached! It may be  
 no longer deducted from the chip card!

E65 The chip card is blocked! Even card has an ID number  
 (Serial number) and can be locked individually.

E68 Revaluating and editing is not allowed! (disposable chip  
 card type 10 or test chip card type 16)

E69 Test mode is running, This chip card is locked until the end  
 of the time!

E70 Test chip card is locked until the end of the time!

E80 Serial interface: from PC or switch box etc. expected res- 
 ponse has been missed!

E90 Serial interface: Timeout, centralPC does not respond.  
 Possible causes:
 a) cable connection / Bus driver not o.k., or
 b) 2 or more devices have the same device number, or
	 c)	central	PC	is	switched	off,	or
 d) multiple transmission errors in a row.

E91 Serial interface: central PC does not respond to chip card  
	 verification	request.	
 Possible causes: see error message E90!
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E147   payment amount are too high, chip card credit is not  
 enough for payment!

E149 EEPROM-spelling mistake when transferring data from  
 the device to the data card or from the data card to the  
 device. Either technical error, or the data card was ta- 
 ken during the copying process!

E150 Checksum on the data card. 

E152 Chip card is maybe manipulated! The chip card value is  
 higher than allowed!

E191   Chip card: Inserted chip card type is not activated (PIN  
 Card). 
 See „Configuration menu“, Sub menu „Basic settings“!

E192   Chip card: Inserted chip card type is not activated (ABO  
 Card). 
 See „Configuration menu“,	Sub	menu	„Basic settings“!

E193   Chip card: Inserted chip card type is not activated  
 (MEM8 Card (8 kByte)). see „Configuration menu“, Sub  
 menu „Basic settings“!

E194   Chip card: Inserted chip card type is not activated  
 (MEM16 Card (16 kByte)). see „Configuration menu“,  
 Sub menu „Basic settings“!

E200   Data error in the „Time/Price menu“.	Read	the	menu	 
 completely and check all values!

E201   Data error in the „Configurations menu“.	 Read	 the	 
 menu completely and check all values!

E210 All editing and revalue functions via service chip card  
 type 73 are deactivated! 
 See settings in menu „Chip cards edit./revaluation“!

E216 Euro conversion can´t be carried out, because the chip  
 card original value (= Maximum value) would be excee- 
	 ded.	Empty	the	chip	card	at	first!

E220		 These	timer	is	blocked	in	the	Configuration	menu!	Cable	 
 break (data line)

E225   Euro conversion function is not programmed correctly:  
	 In	configuration	menu	the	menu	option	„Currency“	must	 
	 be	set	to	„EURO“	(=	8)	and	-	if	available	-	the	menu	item	 
 „Old currency“	must	be	set	to	the	previously	valid	cur- 
 rency.

E229 Error by reading time/date from RTC (Real Time Clock).  
 Possible cause: Quartz oscillator is not working.

E230 Error by writing time/date to RTC (Real Time Clock).  
 Possible cause: Quartz oscillator is not working.

E232 The required condition(s) for this function have not been  
 met, see instructions!

E233   Data error in the general EEPROM data. If this error  
 message occurs frequently, the device must be repai- 
 red (change the EEPROM!). Check/change the date and  
 time format in the „Clock menu“.

E234   Data error in the statistic and/or service statistics menus.  
 Read the menus completely and check all values!

E92 Serial interface: After a value change of a chip card could  
	 not	be	modified	the	card	value	which	is	located	in	the	central	 
 PC, because the pc does not answer or does not make a  
 station call! Possible causes: see error message E90!
 Result: The card value on the chip card and the value stored  
 in the PC are no longer identical. If the associated custo- 
 mer data are edited in the PC, a corresponding message is  
	 made	there!	At	the	next	verification,	the	chip	card	is	rejec- 
 ted.

E93 Serial interface: After removing a chip card, this could not  
 be communicated to the central PC, because the pc does  
 not answer or does not make a station call! Possible cau- 
 ses: see error message E90!
 Result: If the card value was changed on removal, applies  
 the same as with error message E92, see there. If the card  
	 was	taken	without	modification,	there	are	no	special	conse- 
 quences.

E94 Serial interface: The central PC made no station request  
 within a certain time (after inserting a chip card, etc.)! 
 Possible causes: see error message E90!

E97 Chip card is unknown, your ID number is not registered in  
 the customer base of the central PC.

E98 Card value or currency does not match with the data, stored  
 in the customer base (database) of the central PC.

E99 Chip card contains unknown RID, she is not accepted! It is  
 probably an illegal copy.

E107	 Chip	card	has	unknown	AID	(=	RID	+	PIX).	This	card	was	 
 not supplied by Holtkamp, it is probably a pirated copy. Or it  
 is an older card of Holtkamp, which does not contain an  
 AID.

E109 Serial interface: Sequence counter errors

E110 Serial interface: either a encrypted data block was expec- 
 ted but an uncrypted data block was received or vice versa.

E126 Serial interface: unknown software version (the connected  
 device has an version, which is not supported).  
 Skin measuring head: min. V2.2 required!

E129   Chip card: Currency of the chip card and the chip card  
 device do not match! 

E136   The chip card device is not authorized, to access to the chip  
	 card.	The	theft	protection	condition	is	not	fulfilled!	

E137   Chip card: Inserted chip card type is not activated (Start  
	 Card	„ISO“	and	„DOF“).	
 Note: If only one of these two chip card types is deactiva- 
 ted, If an chip card is inserted, the error message E53  
 („Please turn the card“)	is	generated	instead	of	E137!	see	 
 „Configurations menu“,	Sub	menu	„Basic settings“!
 
E140   Chip card: unknown chip card and/or data structure version.  
 Chip card is maybe not personalized yet.

E141   Chip card: unknown (or wrong) chip card type

E145 When inserted chip card type (e. g. type 93, data card) only  
	 the	chip	card	type	„MEM	card“	is	supported,	which	has	a	 
 larger storage volume. 
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E236			Data	error	in	the	object	data	configuration	menu.	Read	the	 
 menus completely and check all values! 

E237   Data error in solarium data (checksum error) of the skin mea- 
 suring head. The calculation of tanning times can  
 not be carried out! The device must be reinitialized (see  
 chapter „Reset to factory data“).	Maybe	 it	helps	a	 reset	 
 of the device. 

E238 This device already has more recent software installed!  
 The database or data structure therefore not be fully  
 supported maybe.

E239 Card value (time account) is higher as the card maxi- 
 mum value (= original value)! or the card value is nega- 
 tive!

E243	 The	 digital	 skin	measuring	 head	 (DHMK)	must	 be	 cali- 
 brated!

E246 RAM error (If this error occurs again and again after  
	 switching	 the	 operating	 voltage	 off	 and	 on,	 there	 is	 a	 
 technical defect and the device is blocked. Note: Wait 5  
	 seconds	between	switching	off	and	on	again!).

E247 ROM checksum error (If this error occurs again and  
	 again	 after	 switching	 the	 operating	 voltage	 off	 and	 on,	 
 there is a technical defect and the device is blocked.  
	 Note:	 Wait	 5	 seconds	 between	 switching	 off	 and	 on 
 again!).

E248 Takt error (The quarz takt of the controller is periodically  
 checked with the help of the RTC time).

E249 Error initializing the RTC (Real Time Clock). Possible  
 cause: Quartz oscillator is not working (Sub-Clock).

E261 Chip card revaluation (personal uses, by revaluation  
 chip card type 73): The bonus steps must be program- 
 med in ascending order: step 1 must be smaller (or  
 same) than step 2, step 2 must be smaller (or same)  
 than step 3 etc.

E262 Chip card revaluation (personal uses, by coin insert):  
 The bonus steps must be programmed in ascending or- 
 der: step 1 must be smaller (or same) than step 2, step  
 2 must be smaller (or same) than step 3 etc.

E263 Editing or revaluating function is not activated. There  
 are several possible causes for this error message: in  
 the programming menus are neither approved the re- 
 valuation by cash (e. g. coin insert) still by revaluation  
 chip card type 73, or edit/revalue mode has not been  
 activated with revaluation chip card type 73.

E264 This type of chip card is blocked until the end of the  
 time, another time purchase is not possible! 
 (The main time was started by a test chip card, another  
 test chip card or normal chip card is currently not accep- 
 ted and vice versa.)

E265 Selected cabin (tanning bed) is not supported by Skin 
 Control!

E266 Two object/cabin numbers are set identically, this is not  
 allowed!

E267 The prices must be programmed in ascending order, i.e.  
 price 1 must be smaller than price 2, price 2 must be smal- 
 ler than price 3 etc.

E268 The main times must be programmed in ascending order,  
 i.e. main time 1 must be smaller than main time 2, main  
 time 2  must be smaller than main time 3 etc.

E269 The maxium times must be programmed in ascending or- 
 der, i.e. maximum time 1 must be smaller than maximum  
 time 2, maximum time 2 must be smaller than maximum  
 time 3 etc.

E270 The maximum time (or one of the maximum times) is set to  
	 „0“!

E298   Data error in the menu call password data. Read the menus  
 completely and check all values!

E299   Data error in (transmission) error log. Read the menus  
 completely and check all values!

E300			Data	error	in	the	Login/Data	encryption	password	data	(for	 
 data transfer! Error by reading the data from the EE 
 PROM)!

E305   Data error in the service interval data. Read the menus  
 completely and check all values!

E306   Data error in the event log data. Read the menu completely  
 and check all values!

E352   Data error in the revaluating menu. Read the menu comple- 
 tely and check all values!

E353   Data error in the maintenance menu. Read the menu com- 
 pletely and check all values!

E354   Data error in the Shifting times menu (Happyhour). Read  
 the menu completely and check all values!

E355 Skin measuring head is missing or defective!

E356 Expansion board 1 is missing or defective!

E357	 Legitimation	chip	card	type	103	was	inserted.	Here	you	can	 
 change only the date of birth, but this function is switched  
	 off	in	the	menu	„Chip card edit./revaluating“!

E358 A test chip card type 16 was inserted. Editing and revalua- 
 tion are not allowed!

E359 A test chip card type 14 or 15 was inserted. Revaluating not  
	 possible,	 because	 this	 option	 was	 switched	 off	 in	 the	 
 menu „Chip card edit./revaluating“.	 (Editing	 is	 not	 allo- 
 wed!).

E412 CARDPOINT power board is missing or defective (no  
 UART contact)!
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